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With Brown Or Nunn

Racers'24-7 Win
Highlights MSU
Homecoming

State Headed
For Hard Times
FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP i — You
wouldn't know it listening to most of the
campaign talk of the gubernatorial
candidates, but Kentucky appears
headed for fiscal hard times no matter
who is elected Nov. 6.
And the reason neither Democrat
John Y. Brown Jr. nor Republican
Louie Nunn emphasize the corning
crisis is possibly because they might be
asked what they plan to do about it
specifically.
That, in turn, raises the specter of
new or added taxes, a subject each
nominee would as soon avoid for the
moment.
Democratic Gov. Julian Carroll, who
leaves. office in December, has sounded
the alarm in a rather mild manner,
saying the state is going to have $200
million less to spend for the General
Fund in the next two fiscal years than
during the current biennium.
The Legislative Research Commission recently estimated that only
$120 million in additional new money
would be available for the General
Fund which finances most state services and operations.
A more generous estimate by the
state Revenue Department extends this
to perhaps $180 million for the two
years, which in any event is not much
by previous standards."
If these projections are correct, the
next governor will be doing well merely
to hold the line.
But Nunn's promises indicate he
Intends to push ahead rather than hold
the line, and Brown alleges his opponent has pledged $850 million in new
funds already, The Republican
nominee has not put a price tag on his
platform yet, but has claimed he can
handle his promises without new taxes.
At the same time, Brown also has
clarified nothing. By avoiding
promises, he has left open all sorts of
possibilities. The net effect is that
Kentuckians really don't know at this
point what, if anything, additional they
may have to ante up to keep the state
moving ahead or from falling behind,
However, the immediate crisis is in
the Road Fund, which finances highway building and maintenance and has

Haunted Forest,
Kappa Karnival
To Open Tonight
OZ.

The Haunted Forest and Kappa Karnival, an annual civic club fund-raising
event, opens tonight at the JC
Fairgrounds.
This year's Forest-Karnival is sponsored jointly by the Kappa Department
of the Murray Woman's Club and the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees.
The Haunted Forest and Kappa Karnivel will be open from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
tonight through Wednesday. It features
witches and goblins for the- older
children as well as fun and games for
the younger set.
All proceeds will be donated to Kappa
and Jaycee charities.

been anemic for some time.
The Governor's Task Force on
Transportation plans to issue a report
after the election detailing the gravity
of the matter.
That survey is expected to show that
hundreds of millions of additional
dollars are needed immediately to keep
the state road system in shape.
Brown touched on this problem the
past weekend, saying there may have
to be "some adjustments" in the state's
tax structure to support road construction.
One trouble is that Kentucky's
current tax of nine cents per gallon of
gasoline fails to keep pace with inflation. It was adequate in the days
when gas was 35 cents a gallon, but falls
woefully short now of yielding sufficient
revenue for the Road Fund.
The obvious answer, of course, is to
tie the tax to a percentage of the price
of gasoline, which Brown indicated he
plans to do.
Nunn still is a bit shell-shocked on the
tax issue, for the memory of the 2-cent
sales tax increase he pushed through
the 1968 Legislature when he was
governor remains fresh in many
memories.
Therefore, the Republican candidate
tends to avoid any indication of needed
revenue adjustments, lest he create
fodder for the opposition or jog the
minds of voters about what was done 11
years ago.
If anything, Nunn tries to picture
himself as a participant in the so-called
tax revolt.
One of his advertisements pledges to
lower the minimum age for the state
homestead exemption from 65 to 62.

Government Admits
Park Assassinated
By Korean CIA
SEOUL, South Korea (API — South
Koreans closed ranks against North
Korea today, and the United States
moved an aircraft carrier closer to the
Korean coast as the government admitted that President Park Chung-hee
was assassinated by the head of the
Korean CIA.
Opposition leader Kim Young-sam, a
strong critic of Park's government,
said the entire nation united in warning
North Korea it "should by no means
miscalculate this misfortune of ours as
an opportunity for invasion, and it
should bear in mind that the nation is
determined to defend free democracy
under any circumstances."
Another leading opponent of Park,
1971 presidential candidate Kim Daejung, also warned the communists "not
to try to take advantage of the
situation... The entire people's voice is
united, transcending political differences."
Warnings to the North and support
for acting President Choi Kyu-hah also
came from President Carter, Defense
Secretary Harold Brown and the
commander of U.S. forces in Korea,
Gen. John A. Wickham Jr.
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with Sul Ross State in the Tangerine
Bowl that year were reunited Saturday
and recognized before the game.
Earlier in the day, the parade with
the theme of "The Year of the Child"
featured 17 floats and 13 bands. The
float, "Beating Eastern Kentucky
University is Child's Play," won the
The game, which was attended by
Greek division competition over three
16,000-plus fans setting an all-time
other entries. The float was sponsored
attendance record at Roy Stewart
by Alpha Omicron Pi and Alpha Delta
Stadium, was televised by ABC as the
Pi sororities and Alpha Gamma Rho
second half of a college football
fraternity.
doubleheader. Stations in Nashville,
The Student Affiliates of the
Tenn., Evansville, Ind., Bowling Green,
American Chemical Society (SAACS)
Louisville, Harrisburg, Ill., and
won the Independent division trophy
Lexington carried the game with Chris
with its entry, "Winning is Child's
Steve
Lincoln and
Davis calling the
Play." Thirteen floats were entered in
play-by-play.
independent competition.
In pregame ceremonies, JoAnn Toms
Obion County Central High School
of Hopkinsville Route 1 was crowned
won first place in the senior high
Homecoming Queen by Ronona Ligon
division of the band competition.
Bowers of Columbus, Ohio, the 1978
Dongola all.) High School captured
Homecoming Queen. A junior
second, while Ballard Memorial High
marketing major who represented Pi
School was third.
Kappa Alpha social fraternity, Miss
In the junior high competition,
Toms was chosen by the student body in
' Murray Middle Shool placed first,
a Wednesday election.
followed by North Marshall Junior
Henf attendants were Lisa Anne
High, second, and Benton Junior High,
Baker, Frankfort junior; Lisa Ann
third.
Serving as grand marshals for the
Hamby, Owensboro Route 2 senior;
parade were Capt. Earnest Vande
Desiree Francis Owen, Kuttawa Route
2 sophomore; and Yvette Renee Payne,
Zande, a 1971 MSU graduate, and Erice
Joppa, Ill., sophomore.
Courtney, Hickman, a five-year-old
Members of the 1948 Murray State
child from the Project for Early
Education of Exceptional Children.
football team which played/o a 21-21 tie
Homecoming 1979 at Murray State
University, which was highlighted by
varied activities, was capped off by the
Racers' 24-7 win over the Colonels of
Eastern Kentucky University placing
MSU in sole possession of the Ohio
Valley Conference lead.

QUEEN AND COURT—loAnn Toms, front row, center, was crowned as
Murray State University's 1979 Homecoming Queen Saturday prior to the
Racers' win over Eastern Kentucky. Miss Toms is a junior marketing major
from Hopkinsville Route 1. Her attendants are front row, left, Lisa Ann
Baker, Frankfort junior; front r0 , right, Yvette Renee Payne, joppa, Ill.,
sophomore; back row, left to right, Lisa Ann Hamby, Owensboro Route 2
senior, and Desiree Francis Owen. Kuttavia Route 2 sophomore. •
Staff Photo Bv Tons W:lson

Three Taken To Hospital
After Weekend Accidents Fall Colors Currently At
Peak In West Kentucky
Three people were taken to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
following several accidents Saturday
night.
Katherine Broach was treated at the
Murray facility for a fractured
and transfered to Lourdes Honpitai in
Paducah after being involved in a
motorcycle accident.
According to Calloway County
Deputy Sheriff Larry Nixon, Broach
and her husband, Charles, were riding
a motorcycle west on Kentucky 280.
Nixon added Mr. Broach lost control of
the bike going around a curve.
No other vehicles were involved in
the accident.
In another accident, Charles Skaggs
and Ann West were taken to the hospital
after a two-car accident at the Intersection of Johnny Robertson Road
and Kentucky 94.
Skaggs was treated and released
while West was admitted to the
Intensive Care Unit with fractured ribs.
A hospital spokesman said she was
listed in stable condition.
According to Kentucky State Trooper
Joe Oakley, the Skaggs vehicle struck
the West auto in the left fender after
Skaggs apparently disregarded a
stopsign. Skaggs was headed north on
Johnny Robertson Road while West was
driving west on 94, Oakley said.
A third accident occurred when a
vehicle driven by Charles F. Broach
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struck a deer on Highway 641, one-half
mile south of Murray.
Oakley said the deer ran into the path
of the car. Broach was not injured but
his car sustained extensive damage to
the windshield, grill and the hood,
Oakley said.
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mostly clear
Mostly clear tonight with
patchy early morning fog. Lows
upper 40s to lower 50s. Mostly
sunny breezy and warmer
Tuesday with highs upper 60s to
lower 70s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Wednesday through Friday
partly cloudy and mild with a
chance of showers about Friday.
Lows in the 40s and highs in the
60s to low 70s.

GOLDEN POND, Ky. (API —
Kentuckians planning a hike in the
woods for a look at fall color shouldn't
delay, according to a forester in the
Tennessee Valley Authority's Land
Between the Lakes.
"Colors have probably peaked and a
hard frost could end the color show,"
said forester Larry Doyle. "A frost
would turn forests brown."
Doyle said visitation to the LBL has
increased in recent days as outdoor
enthusiasts take to back roads and
trails to view the seasonal changes.
Deer hunters make up a large portion of
the visitors as bow hunting season is in,
he added.
Dogwood, black gum, maple trees
and sumac now are dark red while
hickory and poplar trees are yellow and
brilliant orange, Doyle said.
"In western Kentucky, we cannot
match New England for fall color, but
we do have a good bit of color now and it
probably won't last but a few more
weeks," he said.
Fall isn't the only season to view
color, but it probably rivals spring for
bird and wildlife watching, Doyle said.
"There is an abundance of fall
warblers migrating through now and if
you sit in a quiet place in the woods for
long you will no doubt see a few
squirrels," he said.

Cool nights and shortening of daylight
hours are the ingredients for fall color,
Doyle said. A frost inhibits color by
freezing the cells in leaves and turning
them brown.
Pleasant fall weather also makes
forests susceptible to fires, said Russell
Wilson, district forestry fire control
assistant.

Home-Delivered Cost
Of Paper Increases
Effective Nov. 1
The home-delivered price of The
Murray Ledger & Times will be increa.sed to $3 per month effective Nov.
1, 1979, according to an announcement
made today by Walter L. Apperson,
publisher of the newspaper.
Apperson cited escalating costs of
materials, primarily newsprint, for
forcing the increase from the present
$2.75 per month.
"We have absorbed two newsprint
increases this year amounting to $30
per ton," the newspaper publisher said.
The newspaper is currently paying $365
per ton for its newsprint.
A portion of the increase will go to the
newspaper carriers according to circulation manager Ted Delaney.

Airport Light Magic
Through the magic ,..of a pilot's
microphone, 80 lights can be set ablaze
at the Murray-Calloway County Airport
— lights that can vary in intensity and
aid the plane's safe landing any time
during the night or bad weather.
The addition of the air-to-ground
control system for the airport's new
runway lights is just the final phase of a
$390,000 project. According to Dr. Hugh
Oakley, chairman of the airport board,
that project and the addition of a jet
fuel tank has brought the county's
airport into a category rivaled by few
other small facilities across the
country.
Ninety percent of the funds for the
project came from the federal
government through the Aviation
Development Airport Program. Five
percent of the funds were state monies
and the remaining five percent were
furnished by local government.
Oakley said the addition of 1,000 feet
to the runway brought its total length to
5,000 feet, which is capable of landing
any air craft, including small jets,
which may wish to stop at the airport.
"Before the extension to the runway,
some jets could land," said Oakley,
"but conditions had to be just right.
Now they can land without any
problems."
In fact, in the month since the extended landing strip has been in

operation, a few small jet aircraft have
landed at the site, according to airport
manager Johnny Parker. "As word of
our facilities spreads, we'll see an increase In jet traffic," he said.
Parker and Oakley agreed that the
new lighting system is a real bonus for
the airport.
"Before, the lights, which were of
medium intensity, automatically came
on at dusk and turned off at midnight,"
Oakley said. "If the lights weren't
bright enough to illuminate the runway
in bad weather, the pilot had more
problems in landing, and if he came in
after midnight, he had to call in ahead
of time to have someone turn on the
lights.
"Now, with three clicks of the pilot's
mike, the lights come on low intensity.
Five clicks change them to medium
intensity and seven clicks put them on
bright. No one has to be there to control
them in any way, the pilot does it all.
They stay on for 15 minutes, which is
more than enough time for a plane to
land, taxi around the runway and stop."
The advantages of the new system
are twofold, Oakley said. First, the
lights are a money and energy saving
device in that they are lit only when
needed. Second, he said, they give the
pilot the option of choosing how much
light he needs in a variety of weather

and visibility situations.
The project included, in addition to
the lights and runway extension, the
purchase of a tract of 14 acres and
purchase of easement rights to five
other tracts. Oakley said considerable
tree cutting and tree topping was included in the cost.
A second project, with an estimated
expense of $14,000, was the installation
of a 10,000-gallon get fuel tank. Oakley
said the airport is now ready to
dispense the three types of airplane fuel
used by planes landing there.
"Any number of aviation authorities
will tell you we have one of the finest
small airports in the nation," said
Oakley. "We're very proud of our
facilities, and we think they will be of
great benefit to business and industry
in the county as well as area residents
desiring to travel by air."
Oakley said a locally-based flying
service has been in operation for about
six months and that the airport board is
considering the construction of a.
second 10-unit T-hanger for plane
storage.
Members of the airport board
Otis Erwin, Jim Fain, Tommy WalkPr.
C. W. Jones, David Hftlaiu3-.2kleY0
Miller and Murray Mayor Melvin
Henley are ex-officio members beca
of their offices.
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County Airport, demonstrates how a portion
REAOY FOR JETS — lohnnz Parker, manager of the Murray-Calloway
of the new jet fuel tank works. The tank, which holds 10,000 gallons of jet fuel, is underground au* only the esof several projects at the airport leaves the facility ready to
ternal workings are visible. Parker says the completion
caitewsv county Photo
craft.
air
other
and
planes,
accommodate small jet
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Community Calendar Events Listed
Monday.Oct.29
Murray High Band members. will be canvassing the
city of Murray selling boxes of
oranges and grapefruit for the
band program. Money will be
collected at the time the sale is
„made.
Oak Grove Baptist Church
W MU will meet with Youlonda
Grooms at 7 p.m.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Cherch with a
special seminar planned for
this week. This is open to all
adults, 18 or over, who are
single due to death, divorce, or
never having been married.
Crusaders Class of First
Baptist Church will meet at 6
p.m.at Seven Seas.
Flu Immunization Clinic
will be held from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. at the Calloway County
Health Center.
Baptist Men of Sinking
Spring Church will meet at
Seven Seas at 7 p.m.

Murray Girl
Is Honored
Gregory,
Anne
Miss
daughter of Mr.and Mrs. John
Gregory, Lynn Grove Road,
Murray, has won- a special
honor in her sorority, Alpha
Delta Phi, at the University of
Kentucky, Lexington, where
she is a junior in the school of
music.
The Murray girl, a graduate
of Murray High • School, had
the highest scholastic standing for the calendar year
1978-79 with a perfect 4.0
standing. This was announced
at the sorority schorarship
dinner held Oct. 3 at the
university.
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Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For information call 759-4875 or 7591792.

An exhibition of drawings
circulated by the Smithsonian
Institution will open at the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Murray State University, and
-continue through Nov. 18,

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
Wind Sinforuetta Concert
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray. This is open - will be held at the Recital Hall
Murray
State
Annex,
o all persons with any
University, at 8:15 p.m.
motional or nervous needs.
Admission is free.
Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Wiener Roast for all GAs of
Testing Center, Murray State First Baptist Church and
University, will meet at 7 p.m. friends who might become
at Ordway Hall. For in- GAs will be held from 5:30 to
formation phone 762-6851.
7:30 p.m. at 900 North 12th
Street, Murray, across from
Ladies interested in singing Sonic.
barbershop harmony are
invited to meet from 7 to 8
Frogram on Roses will be
p.m. at First Christian Church presented by Obera Stegner at
Educational Building. Per- 10 a.m. at the Senior Citizens
sons do not have to be able to Greenhouse, behind the St.
read music.
John's Episcopal Church, 1620
Main Street, Murray. This is
Enchanted Forrest and open to all interested persons.
Karnival, sponsored by Kappa
Department of
Society
of
Humane
Murray
Woman's Club and Murray Calloway County will meet at
Jaycees, will be from 6 to 9 7 p.m. at the Calloway County
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway Public Library with the main
Jaycees' Fairgrounds.
purpose being the recruitment
of volunteers to help at the
Tuesday,Oct.30
animal shelter. For inMurray High Band mem- formation call 753-4393.
bers will be canvassing the
City of Murray taking orders
Men's Prayer Breakfast will
for oranges and grapefruit for be at 7 a.m., and Mothers Day
the benefit of the band.
Out Will be at 9-a.m. and 12:30
p.m. at the First United
Second Night of Enchanted Methodist Church.
Forrest and Karriival will be
at the Murray-Calloway
- Wednesday,Oct.31
Jaycees' Fairgrounds from 6
Third night of Enchanted
to 9 p.m. _
Forrest and Karnival will be
at the Murray-Calloway
Phebian Sunday School Jaycees' Fairgrounds from 6
Class of First Baptist Church to 9 p.m.
will have a social at the home
of the class teacher, Mrs.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Rudolph
Howard,
109 meet at 10 a.m. at the Hazel
Williams Avenue,at7 p.m.
Community Center with lunch
to be served at 11:45 p.m.
Halloween Party for preschoolers through sixth grade
will be held at the Murray,
Country Club with Sheila
Grogan, Marilyn Adkins,
Janice Howe, Vickie Baker,
Carol Boaz, and Sandy
Coleman in charge of the
An old-fashioned box social
arrangements.
will be held Thursday. Nov. 1,
at 7:30 p.m. at Gleason 'Hall,
Slide presentation and St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Ladies of. the St. Leo's
lecture by Jackie Winsor,
sculptor from New York City, parish will fix a picnic box
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in lunch for two (sandwiches,
Room 423, Fine Arts Center, fruit, dessert, etc.) and the
boxes will be auctioned off to
Murray State University.
_
the highest bidder who will
share the picnic lunch with the
Senior Citizens groups will donor.
meet as follows: Hazel at • . Liquid refreshments will be
Hazel Center and Dexter at served and a sing-a-long will
Dexter Center, both at 10 climax the evening's ena.m.; Murray at Ellis Center tertainment.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.;
Parishioners and friends
Nutrition Program for the are welcome to attend, a
Elderly at Douglas Center.
church spokesman said.

Box Social To Be
Held Thursday At
The Gleason Hall

Coming To
Big K
The biggest & most
KING oF VALUES
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.

HEALTH

LOcal Dance
Group At Meet

Wednesday,Oct.31

Treatment of epilepsy

A Grant-Writing presentation will begin at 7:30 a.m.
and end at 5 p.m. in the
Student Center Auditorium,
DEAR DR. LAMB
I am
Murray State Univeitity. For
information contact Dr. 69 and .for two months I've
been going through a traumatCharles May,62-3826.
ic period. For the past two
weeks the problem has been
General recital will be held so intense that its affecting
at 12:30 pm. at the Farrell my ability to walk steady and
Recital Hall, Murray State my reasoning at times is
University. This is free to the blurred.
For years I had epileptic
public.
seizures. Over 10 years ago a
doctor prescribed a series of
Lunch for the Nutrition medicines for me which did
not control my seizures but
Program for the Elderly will did
make me feel better, menbe served at 12 noon at the tally and physically.
Douglas Center.
Recently at a family gathering I got in an argument
and lost my temper and this
did cause a seizure. A friend
of mine observed the whole
episode and asked about the
medicines I was taking. He
looked into this and thought
that I was addicted to the
medications I was taking. My
famtly
gathered
and
"Human Rights" was the expressed their views and I
subject of the program agreed to see a local specialpresented by Miss Audie
The specialist said I was not
Green at the meeting of the getting
the right medicine and
First
of
the
Faith Doran Circle
was badly . addicted to the
United Methodist Church held medicines I was taking. He
Oct. 9th at 2 p.m. in the youth stopped all of those and prescribed Dilantin. He also told
room of the church.
The devotion was 'given by me I would have some withMrs. Vernon Roberts. Miss drawal symptoms from the
medicines I was taking.
Green.chairman, presided.
It's been very tough. For
Refreshments were served the past 10 days my legs•from
to the 14 tnembers present by my knees to the toes have
the hostesses who were Mrs. such violent tremors I can't
Burnett Warterfield, yrs. J. walk fqr fear of falling down.
T. Sammons, Mrs. Robert It takes a lot of will power to
go through these daily ordeals
Weston, and Mrs. Carl but I'm comforted
by the fact
Rowland.
that I no longer have any

Miss Audie Green
Presents Program
At Circle Meeting

Lawrence E Lamb,M.D.
seizures and I ileep well. Of
course, it's comforting to have
the support. of my wife and
family. Is my age one of the
reasons I'm having so much
trouble with withdrawal
symptoms?
DEAR READER — You
were very fortunate to have
such a good and wise friend. A
lot of things have changed in
the treatment of epilepsy over
the past 20 years and today
you certainly would not have
been given the medicines that
you listed in the rest of your
letter. Some of those really
are brain stimulants which
would be classed as uppers
and that's probably why you
felt better but may have been
rather keyed,up. And it's also
why your medicines didn't
prevent your seizures.
The vast majority of epileptics today can be "mated sufficiently to control most of
their seizures or at least minimize the difficulty. That
doesn't mean it's always easy.
Sometimes it takes a long
time of trial and error with
the doctor and patient cooperating tOgether to find out
what combination of available
medicines are best suited for
the individual patient
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 10-8,
Epilepsy: You Can Have It
Too. Other readers who want

this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper. P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019. I chose
that utle because many normal people can develop epilepsy after automobile accidents and other disorders that
result in brain damage. Of
course, in the vast majority of
cases the cause is not known.
I know it's an ordeal to
withdraw from drugs that you
have become dependent upon
one way or another It sounds
eto me like you're making real
progress If. your symptoms
get too bad, talk to your doctor about it. Your letter indicates that he's a pretty savvy
guy and he might be able to
give you small amounts of
medicines that will alleviate
part of your symptoms aiming
this phase

Gail Baust opened her home
for the meeting of the Pacers
Homemakers Club held on
Oct. 10 with Maxine Scott,
president, presiding.
66*-.
alDeiNt
Lessons on "Small Electrical Appliances" and "Steps
In Drapery Making" were
By Abigail Van Buren
presented
by
Florene
Shoemaker.
Four new members were
Coleen Peacock, Mug Rigsby,
Jan Rowlette, and Donna
Whitfield.
Other members present
were
Jane Barnett, Frances
DEAR READERS: With Halloween just around the
corner, may 1 point out that this happy holiday sometimes Brown, Cloia Campbell, Fay
ends in disaster for some. According to the National Safety Jacks, Geri Johnson,and Jean
Council, 135 Halloween fatalities occurred last year. Some Smith. Another guest was
were children who died in Halloween-related traffic ac- Michele Shechtman.
cidents. Some were youngsters who were fatally burned
The next meeting Will be
due to flammable costumes And others died after eating held Nov. 14 at 9:30 a.m.in the
booby-trapped "treats."
home of Geri Johnson.
The American Optometric Association. whose 22,000
members are concerned with the need for seeing and being
seen, offers the following safety tips:
• Buy FLAME-PROOF costumes only. Or if costumes
are made at home, treat the fabric with a flame-resistant
Carolyn Enoch was hostess
solution.
• Because masks, floppy hats, wigs and veils often in- for the Oct. 9th meeting of the
terfere with a child's vision, use MAKEUP instead.
Countryside Homemakers
• Accessories such as swords, broomsticks, hatchets, Club held at her home with
wands, etc., should be made of CARDBOARD rather than Debbie Shapla, 'president,
plastic. metal or wood. Sharp items are dangerous.
presiding and reporting on
• Provide-youngsters with flashlights to prevent falls on
sidewalks or porch steps. iPositively NO lighted candles club activities and how the
club was started.
should be carried!)
The lesson on "Overcoming
• Decorate your child's costume and trickster bag with
Depression" was presented by
reflective tape to make them highly visible to motorists.
• Remind children that they should NEVER enter the Mrs. Enoch.
home of a stranger or accept rides.
Wanda Henry presented the
• Adults can help by keeping their yards well-lighted. lesson on "The Use of Small
Parents should check all "treats" before allowing children to Appliances."
eat them.
The treasurer, Ann Wesson,
Very young children should always be accompanied by an showed
the new craft idea for
adult.
the month.
A special .feature of the day.
DEAR ABBY: A .woman physician, married for nine years
to a career oftker in a toreign military service, says their
marriage was never consummated. She signed herself
DOING FINE WITHIN
I am reminded of a quotation from Voltaire, who said Ire
sex:"The only aberration is abstinence."

Heed Hazards
Of Halloween

(AWN
"1110S'tPNIIANS"
Horne Scene EllitSTO

Taylor
Of Meeting Of The
Paris Road Club

Pacers Club Holds
Regular Meeting At
Home, Gail Baust

1r- •
.r. , bit,1-15 I

The home of Della Taylor
of
was the scene of the Oct. 9th
DA7Cmeeting of the Paris Road
Homemakers Club with
'
)1ktt
Margaret. Roach,'president.
presiding.
Charlene'. Curd presented
the
major
lesson
on
"Understand and Overcome
Depression." She said keep
busy, keep physically fit, and
think of others.
Another lesson presented
was on "Small Electrical
Appliances" by Louise Dunn....
She urged persons to use their
blenders more often.
•
The devotion was given by
Lucille Grogan. Reports were
given by Sally Henson.
secretary-treasurer. Topsy.
Brandon Led the recreational
period.
Refreshments of ginger- Indeed not' From beginbread and whipped cream ning to end, the Episcopal
were served by Mrs. Taylor. Prayer Book IS the Bible in
Others present were Ola some form or another. Its
McIntosh, Mattie Lee Buster, possibly the finest key availMary Alice Gee, Barbara able to understanding the
White, and. Brandy Curd, Bible -The person who folmembers, and Gertrude lows this book faithfully'
White, guest.
finds himself reading the
The next meeting will be New Testament twice and
held Tuesday', Nov. 13, at 1 the Old Testament once in a
p.m. at the home of Barbara year's time.
The Prayer Book is so arWhite.
ranged that the .rpinister
cannot depart from the
Bible He is discouraged
from dealing in ideas that
was the showing of pictures have no Biblical foundation
. or from belaboring his
and talks by Monica Walston
and Mrs. Shapla on their congregation,over and over,
with his own favorite pasrecent trip to Europe.
At noon a potluck lunch was sages
Episcopalians are never
served. Also present wdre
Wanda
Barrett and Fay required to accept any belief
that cannot be proved from,
Ward.
The next meeting will be or is not agreeable to. the
held Tuesday, Nov. 13, at 10 teachings of Holy Scripture.
•'•
a.m. at the home of Mrs.
Your nearest Episcopal
Walston.
minister would be happy to
explain why, for him and his
congregation, the Bible will
never be obsolete. It's all a
matter of viewpoint...and
there's no obligation on your
part. if you'd like to understand the Episcopal viewpoint
St. John's
Episcopal Church
1620 West Main

4

did they
swap the
bible for a
prayer
book?

Countryside Club Holds Meeting

•

Respectfully,
JOEL FRIEDMAN

Electrolux
Sales &
Service
Tony
Montgomery
753-6760

DEAR JOEL: One could say, "Abstinence makes the
heart grow fonder." "
DEAR ABBY: The invitations are out, the wedding gifts
are coming in and the wedding is to take place soon.
My fiance and I went to see a counselor because we can't
seem to agree on many things.(We argue constantly.)
I am beginning to think it's a mistake to continue.
The counselor says to either postpone the wedding or
forget it. What does one do and how) at this stage?
It can only get worse.
CHICKEN

MONDAY-TUESDAY SPECIAL

SPECIAL
SIRLOIN PLATTER

If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, congratulations or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letars for all Occasions." Send el encl.& long,
stamped (28 cents), self-addrestied envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

$2.79

FAMILY PORTRAITS
"The Perfect
Christmas Gift"
*Ono Day Film
Processing
*Portraits
•Weddings
•Fraaiss

Am

Festering
Fisher Price
Toys For
Our "Little"
Friends
Portraits

Reg.$3.98...Save $1.19

All You Can Eat SOUP'n SALAD BAR

•

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
1111 Sa. 121k
753-0035

'4i 11/9•9411.II 111 Oftrdi WNW

The Rev. Stephen Davenport
753-3531

•
•
•
•••
•
•

DEAR CHICKEN: Cancel the wedding either by
telephone or telegram immediately. It will be somewhat
sticky, but far better than being stuck in a bad marriage.

• Tender,juicy Sirloin Steak
• Baked Potato or French Fries
t, A titick rgstcof StOcade Toast

• SIRLOIN S'I'OCICAIIE
•
• Quality that keeps you combf back.
•
Bel-Air Shopping Center
4

9/9

Mrs. Lynda Cochran, Mrs
Irina Cooper, Mrs. Gail
Wahleg, and Miss Sandra
Stom, dance Instructors in the
West Kentucky area, were in
Memphis, Tenn., this past
weekend
attending the
Southern Association of Dance
Masters held at the Hilton
•
Airport Ijin. - - Mario Meledio of the Pittsburgh Ballet Company was
the ballet master for the day.
Bob Ziegler of Covington, Ky.,
taught jazz'and tap classes.
Students taking sessions
were Sherry
Meadows,
Heather Doyle, Alicia Nunnelly, Rebecca Brock, Sherita
Greer.and Sonja Coats.
Also accompanying the
group to Memphis, Tenn., was
Ken Cooper.
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Golden Wedding
Reception Planned

HOSPITAL NEWS

Your Individual
Horoscope

10-6-79

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,OCTOBER 30, 1979
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out what ( Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
Parties and good times
the stars say, read the
forecast given for yoar birth
likely, though don't overplay
Sign.
your hand. A carefree attituie
should not lead to boisterous
ARIES
or outlandish behavior.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)4n4 SAGITTARIUS
You may feel like retreating
to Dec. 21)
from the world. Be protective
You're not thinking clearly
of health. Don't be idle.
about a domestic matter. You
Engage your interest with
need repose to make the right
favorite hobbies.
decision — and a further grasp
of the facts.
TAURUS
67 CAPRICORN
( Apr. 20 to May 20) 6°
Do your best to put on a good ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You're sensitive now and
front. Though there are snags
in your social life, you still easily upset with others'
may meet someone worth flippant ways. Don't take
yourself SO seriously. Talks
impressing.
with good friends favored.
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)•1.••••
( May 21 to June 20)
Don't be careless with
You may fritter away
valuable time before you
possession or financial inrealize that the key to career
terests. An idea of a superior
or mate is worth following for
advancement is through hard
career progress.
work and self-discipline.
PISCES
CANCER
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
June 21 to July 22)
Intent on doing for yourself,
Be more discriminating in
judgments and less careless in
you may be neglectful of
others. Your best interests
thinking, or you'll put your
may be served through
foot in your mouth. Enjoy p.m.
discussions with advisers.
recreation.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
LEO
flair for the written and
(July 23 to Aug. 22)41214k
spoken word, but are
You're easily tempted to be
extravagant. Forget the
sometimes set in your ways.
_magnanimous gesture, and
You have intense convictions
and can be domineering. This
concentrate on improving
same intensity coupled with
security, especially re home
your dramatic mode of exbase.
pression makes you wellVIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WA
suited for a career as an actor
or writer. In business, you're
are
Petty
irritations
attracted to banking and
possible re partnerships and
management, though you're
getting along with others.
to
inclined
the
more
Forget criticisms, and,have a
professions. Teaching, law,
good heart-to-heart talk.
and medicine would suit you
LIBRA
ft
fine. You also have leadership
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
qualities and can succeed in
Pay attention at work or you
public life. Birthdate of: Ezra
could miss a valuable chance
Pound, poet; Ruth Gordon,
to improve income. You're
also inclined to be neglectful
actress; and John Adams,
of physical welfare.
U.S. president.

(Nov. 72

nod,

.1114%
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and lirs. Caleb Parks
Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Parks, formerly of Calloway County,
will be honored with a reception in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary on Saturday, Nov. 3.
The special event, to be hosted by their children and grandchildren, will be held from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Fellowship Hall,
Beectunont Baptist _Church, 4574 South Third Street,
Louisville.
All friends and relatives are invited to call or send cards
and greetings to the couple at their home at 4718 Cliff Avenue,
Louisville, Ky. 40214.
Mr. and Mrs. Parks were married Nov. 5, 1929, in Vienna,
with Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Wilkinson as their attendants.
Mrs. Parks is the former Ruth Rogers, daughter of the late
Mr: and Mrs. Ed S. Rogers. Mr. Parks is the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Parks.
They have three daughters-Mrs.0. B.(Norma) Turnbow,
Mrs. Ted J. (Clara) Barnett, and Mrs. Robert E. (Rita)
Moore, all of Louisville, and one son, Jimmie Parks of
Charlotte, N. C.
Their 10 grandchildren are Oscar D. (Butch) Turnbow,
Murray, Mrs. Raymond Erwin, Jr., Albany Ga., Lori Turnbow, Jayson Barnett, Debra Moore, and Robert C. Moore, all
of Louisville, Jeffree Barnett, Las Vegas, Nev.,..Barry
Moore, San Francisco, Calif., and Jamie Parks and Jana
Parks of Charlotte, N. C.
Four great grandchildren are Seth Turnbow and AnneElizabeth Turnbow of Murray, and Marc) Way and Carmi
Erwin of Albany. Ga.

Special Cookbook With Recipes
For Dogs And Cats Is Published
Recipes for these and other
dishes for such pets as turtles,
skunks, guppies and ducks are
contained in "Critters' Kitchen,- a cookbook written by
Michelle Reynolds, 13, of
Cumberland County.

*****••••••••••••••••••••••••
.

CUMBERLAND, Va. 1AP)
-- Does your dog have the
blahs from eating the same
old canned or bagged food day
in or day out'
You ought renew its interest
with a Dog Food Cake - dog
food, biscuits, milk and
Michelle, who lives on a
cheese. For your finicky farm with her parents, dogs,
feline. you might try Pussy cats: rabbits, chickens, geese,
Cat Pie or Fancy Fish Food.
ducks and horses, said the
idea for her book started one
• rainy day when she was nine
•
• years old.
•
• "I love animals and know
•
eating is the most im• that
• portant part of the day for
• them," Michelle says in the
•
preface to the book. "I
wouldn't want to be fed the
same thing every day, would
YOU?.
The 32 recipes in the book,
Atheneum
by
released
publishing company, were
checked by a veterinarian for
Daily 6-10 am •
• wholesomeness., Michelle's
•
• mother helped her with
• library research on food
•
• suitable- for various animals.
•
• Michelle did the hand lettering
• and the illustrations.

Bre*ast

Buffet
All you can
eat,$1.99.

SIRLOIN.

NI

iiect
Captain D's
Buy One, Get One For 99c
jit

'
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$318

Value
lir
now only
al path, ip,11.nq Captain 0 si
COW At Moray Only
Offer Good Mon.-Thurs.Good Thru Nov.16,1979'
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"Automatic simply means
that you can't repair it
yourself." -- Mary H
Waldrip.
There's nothing automatic
about playing today's diamond suit. If one finesse
looks as good as another, it's
time to call the repairman -you're on your way to botching the job.
Declarer ducks West's
club queen in dummy and
wins his king when East discards -- there is no point in a
hold-up when one _defender
is out of a suit.
'A quick trick count
reveals one spade, two
hearts and two clubs for
five sure tricks. Obviously,
the key is for declarer to
take his best chance at making four diamond tricks.
If declarer goes automatic and tries his finesse in the
usual way, the hand goes
down in a hurry. Declarer
crosses to dummy's heart
queen (a very bad play) and
leads a diamond to his
queen and West's king.
West continues clubs to
dummy's ace and now
declarer must rely On a 3-3
diamond break. This fails to
materialize, East gets
another diamond and
declarer is left with only
eight tricks.
The best way to play for
four diamond I.; -s is to
lead a diamont. owards
dummy's jack. This wins
whenever the suit breaks 3-3
In addition to those cases
when West has K-x.
In today's example, when
a low diamond is led to
dummy. if West wins his
king immediately. declarer
can take an easy four diamond winners. If West
ducks bravely (and with little purpose), dummy's jack
wins and another diamond
to declarer's ace drops
10-29-A
NORTH
•10 6 5 3
KQ
•J 8
•A 7 5 4 3
EAST
WEST
•K J 8 4
•Q 9
•10 9 6 5 2
•J 8 7 4
•10 9 5 3
•K 6
4- 4QJ 1098
SOUTH
•A 7 2
•A3
•A Q 7 4 2
4K 6 2
Vulnerable Both Dealer
South The bidding: .•
South West North East
All
Pass 3 NT
I NT
,pass
Opening lead
clubs

Queen

of

West's king. East still gets
one diamond trick, but
declarer has his nine trlAs
and his rubber.
Bid with Coro
South holds
10-29-B
*K J 8 4
von)9 6 5 2
•10 9 5 3
4...
North
I•

South

ANSWER: Four heart No
high cards to speak of. hut the
distribution is good. Whether
or not it makes is not the issue
-- the real issue is what contract can the opponents
make'
Send bridge questions to The A
P0 Box 12363. Dallas Texas 7•,L
'-with self-addressed. stamped ente,oae
for reply

Pictured are top sales people involved in the Ham Ticket Sales, held in connection
with the recent Turkey Shoot sponsored by the East Calloway PTC, at East Calloway
Elem, School. Front Row - 1st Glen Brandon, 3rd Joey Hicks, 2nd Chris Hale, 4th Eddie'
Rehmus, and 5th Lisa Rickman. Back Row - Teachers representing the top selling class
rooms. 1st Pat Seiber, 2nd Mary Ruth McCuiston, 3rd Sheila Nance, 4th Martha Leet,
and Ernie Edmonson PTC Turkey Shoot Chairman.
Photo by I. Stubblefield

Mrs. Keyser Discusses National
Meet Highlights At Herron Home
Members of Chapter M of
the P.E.O. Sisterhood met
Saturday, Oct. 20 for a luncheon in the home of Miss Ann
Herron in Hazel, with Mrs.
Frank
Stubblefield
A.
assisting the hostess. Tables
were spread with green cloths,
centered wih bouquets of
autumn flowers.
A special guest was Mrs.
John M. Keyser, Chapter 0,
Bowling Green, who presented
a report of the national
*meeting of the Sisterhood held
recently at the Disneyland
Hotel in Anaheim, California,
with all California Chapters
serving as hostesses. Long
known as the Supreme
Chapter of the Sisterhood, the
group at this convention officially changed its title to the
International Chapter of the
P.E.O. Sisterhood. The next
meeting of the national body
will be in the fall of 1981 in
Kansas City, Missouri.
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
president, presided at the
Saturday business meeting,

with the Chaplain, Mrs. November 4.
Harlan Hodges, leading the
In attendance other than
were
named,
devotions.
persons
It was reported by Mrs. Mesdames N.T. Beal, M. P.
William Major, Cottey College Christopher, Olga Freeman,
Chairman,
that
the George S. Hart, Gerald
Admissions Counsellor of the Hudder, Henry McKenzie,
College would be visiting with Hugh L. Oakley, James W.
members of the Murray and Parker, John C. Quertermous,
Paducah Chapters during the Harry M. Sparks, Paul W.
'last week in November, and Sturm, A. H. Titsworth, Miss
would interview prospective Susan Ramp, Mrs. Robert T.
Bryan of Puryear. Tenn., and
students.
- Mrs. W. J. Pitman will be Mrs. Edward M. Nunnelee,
hostess to Chapter M on the
evening of November 5, when
a special guest will be Mrs.
Andrew Duros, first vicepresident of Kentucky State
Chapter.
An invitation was extended
to the members to attend a tea
on Oct. 28 in Lexington to be
given by members of Chapter
R in honor of Mrs. Thomas R.
Martin, the president of
Kentucky State Chapter.
Representatives of Chapter M
will
also
attend
the
organization of a new group,
Chapter ,U, in Louisville, on

Newborn Admissions
Barr, Bat, Be'.. Rt. 5. Box
.
439, Benton, PertRoute 2, Davidson Dr., Paris.
Tenn., Carpenter, Baby Girl,
1622 Farmer Ave., Murray.
Hubbard. Baby Girl, Route I.
Camden,Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Debra J. Paschall and
Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Box 194,
Puryear, Tenn , Mrs. Cathy.
Marlene Manning and Baby
Boy. 907 Olive St., Murray.
Mrs.. Carrie Spurluck and
Baby Girl, 700 Broad St..
Murray, Mrs. Janet F.. Jones
and Baby Boy, btoute 1, Box
72, Hardin, Mrs. Juanita G.
Lee, Route 6, Box 361, Murray,
Mrs. Katherine L. Bruns, 100
A Street. Benton, James E.
Shropshire. 707 Goodman.
Murray, Betty Jill Brown, 57
Shady Oaks, Murray. Ben K.
Farris, 514 South 8th St..
Murray, Mary H. Watkins,
Route 2, Hazel, David Glisson,
1609 College Farm Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Agnes A.
Paschall, Route 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Linda I,. Bugar, Route 3.
Tucker Rd., Mayfield, Ralph
Stadley King, Route 5,
Murray, Ralph W. Morris, 901
Rd.,
Robertson
Johnny
Murray, Rebecca B. Nance,
Rt. 7, Box 244, Murray. James
Benbrook, Box 371, Hazel,
Herbert L. Brisendine, Rt. I.
Box 146, Buchanan, Tenn..
Mrs. Irene Haynes, 713 W.
Blythe, Paris, Tenn., Burie F.
Wilson, 305 S. 13th St.,
Murray, Mrs. 011ie P. Riley,
104 Parks Dr., Murray, Mrs.
:Juanita Williams expired).
7-1 Southside Manor, Murray.
lia
c
mme
=
witnissi
02•
The temperature on your
home freezer should be kept
at OoF or below. '

Bridal Shower Is Held 1111
Honor Of Miss Adams •
1
Miss Stacy Ellen Adams,
Nov. 21st bride-elect of Rick
Murdock, was the honoree at a
bridal shower held Saturday,
Oct. 13, at 2 p.m. at the
Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank.
The hostesses for the bridal
event were Jean Murdock, Jo
Burkeen, Linda Murdock,Gail
Burkeen, Patsy Black, and
Carolyn Manning.

Greenhouse Program
The Senior Citizens Greenhouse will have activities during
the fall and winter season. A variety of special programs as
well as the regular greenhouse activities will be featured.
All Senior Citizens who enjoy house and garden plants
should enjoy the greenhouse, a spokesman said. Open hours
are Monday and Tuesday mornings from 10 a.m. to 12 noon
and Thursday afternoons from 1 to 3 p.m. Persons may come
out and visit'any time, and questions about the greenhouse
may be referred to Kathie Gentry,759-1991.
A program on roses will be presented Tuesday, Oct. 30, at
10 a.m. This will be on rose cuttings and how to start them in
one's own yard. Conducting the program will be Mrs. Obera
Stagner.
The public is invited to attend this program at the Senior
Citizens greenhouse located on Broach Street behind the St.
John's Episcopal Church, at 1620 West Main Street. Parking
is available at the greenhouse.

Ifni and 1 OW Guests .4re Invited
To Wend An

.Art Exhibition And .4uction
,•onted
Mayfield-(raves County
American Cancer Society
Of Kentucky
Thursday. November 1. 1979
To be held at $layfield High School
Auction -7:30 p.m.
Previen, - 6:00 pm •
Rfroh„,,,onin be served
• Oft per pejsou
Um
piece of fine tiiTt 11 III 1., given as a fluor priz,Checks"
for art purchased 111!/h' Mode payable Si':

CatoPr Society .
tr -t..-BallkaMerp Raster Charge accepted

For the occasion the
honoree chose to wear a white
linen suit trimmed in brown
suede and was presented a
corsage of mums by the
hostesses.
also
were
Corsages
presented to Mrs. Cody
Adams, Farmington Route 1,
mother of the honoree, Mrs.
John T. Murdock, Middleton,
Wisc., mother of the groomelect, Mrs. Susie Wilson,
grandmother of the brideelect, and Mrs. Philip Murdock and Mrs. John Workman,
grandmothers of the groomelect.
Games were directed by
Linda Murdock. The honoree
opened her gifts and was
assisted by Melissa Manning.
Refreshments of cake,
punch, nuts, and mints were
served at the table covered
with a yellow cloth under
white lace and centered with
an arrangement of fresh
flowers and green candles in a
candelabrum bowl.
Thirty-six persons were
present or sent gifts.

HOMER MILLER, right, of 1505 Dudley Drive, Murray,
purchases a box of Ray Harm notecards from Karon Walker,
left, president of the Calloway County High School Chapter of
the Future Homemakers of America. The Calloway FHA sold
the notecards as a fund-raising activity for the Arthritis
Foundation. Jane Greer, chapter first vice president, served
as chairman for the Arthritis Drive Committee. Chapter advisors are Bess Kerllck and Lucy Ann Forrest.
I

Coming To
Big K
KING Of VALUES The biggest & most
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.

Getting settled
made simple.
New-town dilemmas fade
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Misfits, it's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your
call.,elcomeagon
Inge King 492-8348

h• Mary Hamilton 753-5570

SPECIAL
MONEY SAVING OFFER
$1.75 cost

$1.00
.75
- pay only

This Coupon Worth

8 X 10
Living Color Portrait Of A Individual Or Family.
Only One Coupon Per Family.
Bring This Coupon With You

UNCLV
•--- •
SPOR ING GOODS

Olympia Plaza-Murray,Ky.,

. ---- 3 p.ns..T p.m
10 ian.-21m.
Thurs., Nov. 1 s rsilVinralOrgUrnorno
d bi0v114vbs.vbsOvls 100 bri Irv/ t4
44 •vd
d -44
I' •
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I EtICER &TIMI.S, Mooday October 2. 1979
By MICHAEL J. SNIFFEN
Associated Press Writer

II ashington Today

Looking Back
10 Years Ago

Attack On Kennedy
WASHLNGTON fAP — Strategists in
the Carter presidential campaign are
ready to mount an attack on Sen.
Edward M.Kennedy's record for hiring
minority workers.
- Sources close to the Carter campaign
believe the president's record is so
superior to Kennedy's that this issue
could decide which man gets the
traditional black vote that both camps
consider crucial to winning the 1980
Democratic presidential nomination.
But while there are opportunities,
there are also pitfalls for the Carter
camp in such a strategy, since blacks
are' hard to find among Carter's closest
advisers.
Further, Kennedy's aides dispute the
case.
'You'd think that they could come up
with better points to make," says
Kennedy spokesman Tom Southwick.
"I don't think anyone has a stronger
civil rights record over the past 17
years than Kennedy."
But one black Democrat, a state
party official allied with Carter, argues
that hiring records "will be a big issue
in the black community."
In his view, Carter and Kennedy are
so close on issues of concern to blacks
that black Democrats might decide
between the two on the basis of hiring
records.
"Carter has a record on black appointments in top administration jobs
that goes beyond rhetoric," says the
Carter partisan, who declined to be

identified. "Kennedy starts strong with
blacks because of his family and the
1860s, but once the campaign begins,
he's going to have to justify his horrible
record on this over 17 years in the
Senate."
Mother source, familiar with the
thinking of Carter campaign
strategists, said, "Kennedy has spoken
all the right words, but he's never had a
black in a position of any policy
responsibility or among his brain trust
of informal advisers."
Southwick, Kennedy's spokesman,
demurs.
Of informal advisers, he said: "The
senator is very close to Vernon Jordan
of the Urban League. And right now,
he's meeting with Mrs. (Coretta Scott)
King and 'Daddy' King on legislation
the senator is sponsoring that concerns
them: the District of Columbia voting
rights amendment, a measure to make
Martin Luther King's birthday a
national holiday and human services
legislation."
The day before, Dr. Martin Luther
King Sr., father of the slain civil rights
leader, had endorsed Carter.
The Carter campaign plans to wave
Kennedy's hiring record in the
senator's face. "Kennedy controls over
100 jobs in the Senate among various
committees, and he keeps one token
black around, Peter Parham," said a
source close to Carter strategists, who
also asked not to be named.

Estimate Bill May
Bring Controversy.

Bible Thought
Blessed are the peacemakers: foi
they shall he called the children of God.
--Matthew 5:0.
God needs a peacemaker in every
home, in every office, in every factory
and in every nation. Get this blessing
today.
"N.

WRITE A LETTER
1.etters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
'Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever • passible
and should he on topics of gencral
• intefest.
""t
, Editors reserve the right to
condense or retect any letter • and
lunit frequent rsriters.
Address cOrrespondenee to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &.
'Fumes, Box 32, Murray. Ky. 42071.
•••
4

"I WON TRE NOSEiPEACE PRIZE "

br4

20 Years Ago

'MARTINE

Commonwealth Consumer

By MARIA BRADEN, Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A controversial piece of legislation is headed
for the 1980 General Assembly that
would give Kentucky motorists the
right to ask for a written estimate of
auto repair costs before having the
repair work done.
The measure would require auto
repair shops to post a sign advising
customers they are entitled to a written
or verbal estimate of all labor to be
performed or parts to be used on the
vehicle when estimated costs exceed
$100.
Mechanics and dealers could not
exceed the estimate by more than $25
without obtaining the owner's permission.
A customer would also be able to.ask
the mechanic to return any replaced
parts or to show evidence that parts
have been exchanged or replaced.
The measure, approved last Friday
by the Interim Business Organizations
and Professions Committee, is likely to
travel a rough road through the
Legislature.
Automobile dealers say it's not
needed but consumer representatives
say the bill would help protect consumers from unscrupulous mechanics.
A spokesman for Kentucky
automobile dealers said he doubted that
the bill would have any effect, since
many dealers and repair shops do what
the bill calls for anyway.
It's a good point.
If you've never asked for an estimate
on auto repairs, now's a good time to
start. Don't wait to see whether the
legislation passes or not.
Most mechanics willingly estimate
the cost of repairs, and if asked to,
many will call a customer to advise him
if the repair job is more extensive —
and likely to cost more — than
originally believed.
Some mechanics make it a practice
to show customers worn-out parts they
had to replace. However, most
motorists probably wouldn't know if a
burned-out spark plug came from their
engine or someone else's.
Get to know the service representative — or in a smaller shop, the
mechanic himself. Ask about the
reputation of the place. Find out
whether there have been a lot of
complaints about service, and if so,

opi•T News

what for.
Learn the rudiments of how an auto
engine functions. It will help you tell the
mechanic what appears to be wrong
with the car, and.help you understand
what he tells you about your repair
problem. You may even find you can
diagnose some minor ailments yourself
If a mechanic or dealer won't give
you an estimate on a repair job, find out
why. If there's no sound reason, go
somewhere else.
If it's not an emergency and you can
still drive the car, consider getting a
second or third estimate on the repair
work from another mechanic or dealer.

Agree Or Not

lock hardware that looks presentable
HEARTLINE: I am 68 years old and
Heartline is a service for senior
and works all right mechanically, but
citizens. Its purpose is to answer my wife is 72. We visit our children
they routinely cheapen the construction
questions and solve problems — fast. If often and, with crime the way it is, we
worry constantly all the time we are
of door framing, leaving structural
you have a question or a problem not
weaknesses that no standard lock
answered in these columns, write away from our home. Also, I have a
mechanism can correct.
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West sister who is 70 years old. Just last
Due to these structural weaknesses, a
Alexandria. Ohio 45381. You will month an elderly neighbor of hers was
well-placed kick is often enough to
receive a prompt reply, but you must
murdered while obviously being
drive open a presumably sound and
include a stamped. self-addressed
burglarized. I decided some time ago to
secure door, and the sound of a kicking
get better locks for the doors and
envelope. The most useful replies will
blow is not very remarkable. One.or
be printed in this column.
• windows and I don't know what type to
two such blows might easily escape
HEARTLINE: How can patients find 'get. Every hardware store Igo into tells
notice of neighbors, or even yourself if
me they have the best locks, but they
out in advance what Medicare will pay
you are a sound sleeper. All the locks in
for a certain service or treatment by a
art all a little different from the last
the world will not help if your' door
ones I looked at. Can you tell me where
doctor? — R.Y.
frame can be kicked in.
You can contact the Medicare carrier
I can get some information? — H.S.
We recommend an article in the
in your state or area. Some states have
You have various alternatives. There
March 1979 issue of Consumer Reports
more than one Medicare carrier. Your
are usually numerous books at the
magazine, which is a publication of
carrier cannot tell you the exact
library or articles in various magazines
Consumer's Union. The article is called
amount that will be paid on your claim,
dealing with this subject. Some police
"Door and Window Locks" and is exbut he can tell you the maximum
departments or sheriffs' offices offer
cellent reading. The article suggests
amount payable, or the prevailing
literature or counseling.
various types of locks, by brand name.
charge as it is called. This does not
Even though you have received
You can probably find a copy at your
mean that the maximum amount will
conflicting reports, for many people,
library, or write to Consumer Reports,
be paid on your claim, but it does give
the local hardware store can be helpful.
P.O. Box 1000, Orangeburg, NY 10962.
you some guidelines to go by.
We would like to point out that the
For other helpful and necessary
correct type and brand of lock is iminformation on Medicare, we have
portant, and equally important is the
available the 1979 edition of Heartline's
construction of the door. Recent tests
guide to Medicare. To order, send $1.75
conducted by one consumer research
to Medicare Guidebook, 114 E. Dayton
group showed that the majority of the
ARI-S1
(30
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45881.
door locks tested could be defeated in a
minute or less without having to resort
to unusual break-in techniques or tools.
By S.C. Van Curon
Even more alarming :,was the fact
that half the locks installed with the
screws and fixtures that came with
them held out for only a few seconds
against the crudest assaults without
tools.
Lock manufacturers should not
shoulder all the blame for the
vulnerability of American homes.
Home builders and architects must
By passing up the old tried and true
share some of the responsibility. Not
county political organizations, comonly do they -often specify the cheapest
posed of elected county officials and old
+•-•
+44-44+++•+++• ••-•+++++++++•
•++++•
political pros, Brown seems to say in
effect that he is staying with the new
organization he formed in the primary
—216
to carry him through the general
election. In other words, he has not
been trying to weld the organizations of
the four other major candidates he
defeated in the primary into a unified
front against Nunn.
By Dorothy ind Kerby Jennings
Brown received about 30 percent of
CopyrigM. 1971
the vote in the primary, but the number
•
•++44-4+441-4-4-44-44.4-4444-4++++++4-•-••
•
•
•
•++++++++++4444.
of candidates gave him victory
coal
The
shortage
gripped
Calloway
County in January in the
Therefore, going into the genera'
midst of the wost severe weather ever experienced. For 10 Mondays
election he had to recruit the other 7(
percent of Democrats into a unified
merchants were forbidden to heat stores by the use of coal; morning
front.
and afternoon passenger trains were suspended, every coal shovel
The seeming lack of interest
had a tag attached stipulating the need to conserve fuel. The lack
generated by the two camp; in this
coal arose over the conscription of all coal trains to replenish
of
campaign is bringing forecasts frcin
political observers that the total vote
the dwindling supplies needed for war industries. The coal conservawill be below 900,000 in November. Most
tion effort was sufficiently effective to warrant a suspension of the
are projecting 800 to 850 thousand -total
'swar ruling on Feb. 14, however none dared to or was able to purturnout.
chase more coal than a week's supply at a time for the rest of the
A low turnout is generally conceded
winter.
to be an advantage for Nunn. In three
statewide races that he has made, his
Not only was coal on the critical list for food supplies were
statewide vote has been above 400,000.
limited and scarce because of the vast demands from European
The record shows that he received
Allies. Food stockpiled beyond a 30 days need was classified as
436,496 votes in losing to Gov. Edward
hoarding.
With the limited .purchase of five pounds of white flour
T. Breathitt by 13,000 plus votes in 1963.
an equivalent amount of substitute grains had to be purchase.
He received 454,123 votes in defeating
Henry Ward for governor in 1967 and
Choice wheat flour, however, was not a grievance restriction for
got 496,323 votes in losing to U.S.
more families depended on cornmeal than the delicacy of white flour.
Senator Walter Dee Huddleston in 1972.
'Clothing was running in short supply. A welfare organization
Given a normal turnout for Nunn in
was formed to cope with the needs of less fortunate fellow citizens:
past statewide races, Brown has his
work cut out for him come November 6.
Each citizen was asked to rummage through the !muse to donate
unneeded wearing apparel to Calloway's first non-church welfare
Marray Ledger & Times
organization. SurpItts was prepared for shipment to France, Belgium
USPS 306-700
and Great Britain citizens.
Publisher
,,,,,
Walter 1. Apperson
Aggravating Sn already state of unrest was the onstart of the
,,, R. Gene McCutcheon
Editor ..
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
coldest weather in the history of the county when a 10 inch snow
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
fell January 10. Scarcely had the snow let up before a blizzard of
Murray Newspapers, inc. 103 N. 4th Si,
Murray,Ky 4307I Second Class Postage Paid at
coated the county with the thermometer dipping to 15 below
ice
Murray,Ky 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas served by
zero, the lowest recorded since 1899. Hardly had the blizzard gotten
carriers, $2.75 per month, payable in advance
underway and youngsters had made ice skating rinks out of the
By mall in C,allowify County and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington,Ky ,and
school ground and court house square before another blanket of
Pin!, Buchanan and Puryear, To, $22.00 per
year By mail to other destinations, 137 50 per
14 inches of snow descended, followed by another plummeting of
year
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
temperatures
to below zero. Grip of winter froze traffic to a near
Assootatiostaad Southern Newspapag Pittillatiers
Association.
standsiill: -.Railroad 7Chedu1es were disrupied, playhq havoc with
The Aasociated Press is exclusively entitled to
republish local news originated by The Murray
delivery of rationed coal. Tennessee River froze over from bank
Ledger & nines as well sail)other AP news
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
to bank, but tore loose in late February from the impact of backed
Business Office
753-1916
up water,, destroying every river boat vessel tied up at banks except
Classified Advertising
753-1510
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Retail I
I Advertising
711-111110
the Steamer Clyde at Newburg.
(Imitation
753-1116
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Governor's Race
Strangest Ever
FRANKFORT — The consensus
among political observers and
seasoned newsmen around Frankfort is
that this is the strangest governor's
race...they have witnessed.
Anne political pundit put it, "John
Y. Brown Jr. is waging the smartest or
dumbest campaign in history."
His reference is to statements attributed to Brown that he doesn't want
anyone connected with Gov. Julian
Carroll's administration or the old
political pros involved in his campaign.
Another part is that Brown maintains
that he has not made and is not going to
make any political promises. He
maintains he is not obligated by such a
stance.
Meanwhile, Brown accuses Louie B.
Nunn of making promises that will
involve millions of dollars that the state
will not be able to afford if Nunn is
elected.
Brown is also for professional
negotiations for teachers, without
binding arbitration. He has also said
that he is opposed to House Bill 44
passed in the special session of the
General Assembly this year, that limits
increased revenue for school property
taxes to four percent above last year.
Nunn is opposed to professional
negotiations for teachers and the
unionization of public employes. Nunn
claims that such a pact would
inevitably lead to strikes. He also says
that teaChers could bargain with school
boards for salaries that would exceed
the four percent limit under House Bill
44 and put school districts in a financial
bind.
One of the strangest facets of this
campaign is that neither side is
releasing any polls, but they are
making claims and reporting situations
that defy results of past gubernatorial
elections.
For example, the Brown camp said
sometime back that he was going to
carry the Fifth Congressional District,
the Republican stronghold by six
percent, but Jefferson County by only
12 percent.
In the same vein, I heard a report
that4iunn may carry Floyd County„.4.
Democrat stronghold in the SeVenth
District.
These reports seem ludicnous in the
light of past records of these areas.
There are swing counties in these two
districts, but such claims are beyond
belief.

.A crowd of 12,000 is expected to
converge on the campus of Murray
State University on Nov. 1 to take part
in the 77th annual homecoming day
festivities. Murray will play Eastern at
2 p.m.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Carlie
Dixon, 56, Hilman H. Houston, 70, and
John D. Stamps.
Kim Pennington,son of Mr. and Mrs
Clinton Pennington of Murray Route 3,
will be a participant in the Kentucky
Piano contest to be held Nov. 2 at the
University of Kentucky, Lexington.
William B. (Bill) Heise, son of Mr
and Mrs. Paul R. Heise, Sr., has
enlisted in the United States Air Force
Boy Scout Troop 77 held a court of
honor at the First Christian Church
with Ray Sinclair as the official
representative of the Four Rivers
Council in charge.
The LeRoy Offerman Orchestra that
played lit Murray State College from
1936-39 will hold a homecoming eve
reunion and jam session at MSU on Oct.
31.
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To Be Continued

A meeting was held last night to
explore the possibilities of obtaining a
new hospital for Murray. It would be a
90 bed hospital constructed on the
present grounds of the Murray
Hospital.
Deaths reported include Mrs
Bradley Overbey, 54, and Munsey
Steely, 73.
Bernard Harvey, administrator of
the Murray Hospital, has received the
formal report of the Kentucky Board of
Health in which it was reported that the
local hospital has compiled with all
laws and regulations governing Kentucky hospitals.
Edward Curd, principal at New
Concord High School, spoke on
"Kentucky United For Better Schools"
at the meeting of ,the New Concord
PTA.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jewel Melton, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Barrow, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Todd, a boy to Mrh and Mrs.
Adolphus Sheridan, a boy
Mr. and
Mrs. Rondall Kursave,an
boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Brannon.

30 Years Ago
Keys V. Buriteen, United States
Navy,husband of Mrs. Frances Barnett
Barkeen of Almo, is participating in the
joint Army-Navy excercise "Operation
Mike" as a crew member of the submarine USS Carp.
Deaths reported include Lee Outland,
78.
Mr. and Mrs. Math Pool recently
celebrated their golden wedding anniversary with an open house at their
home near Old Salem.
"Rudolph Thurman went fishing
yesterday and was quite proud of the
catch. Three or four crappie. One of fair sire," from the column, "Seen & Heard
Aroun
Murray" by James C
Williams.
Cary Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Miller, celebrated his fourth
birthday with a party on Oct. 18.
Tim Holt in "Stagecoach Kid" is
showing at the Capitol Theatre.

Thday In History
By The Arrociated Prerr
Today is Monday, Oct. 29, the 302nd
day of 1979. There are 63 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
Fifty years ago today, on Oct. 29,
1929, the New York Stock Market
collapsed in frantic trading ... the most
dramatic indication of the start of the
Great Depression.
On this date:
In 1618, Sir Walter Raleigh, accused
of treason, was executed in London.
In 1682, William Penn landed in what
was to become Chester, Pennsylvania.
In 1940, the United States began its
first peacetime draft — by lottery.
In 1956, Israel launched an attack on
Egypt's Sinai Peninsula.
In 1972, President Richard Nixon said
there would be no amnesty for
American draft-evaders after the
Vietnam War.
In 1973, United Nations troop*
delivered emergency food, water and
medicine to Egyptian troops
surrounded by Israeli forces'Itthe Yom
Kippur War. —
Ten years ago: The U.S. Supreme
Court unanimously ruled that school
districts must end racial segregation
"at once."
Five years ago: Former President
Richard Nixon went into vascular
shock with sudden bleeding just six
hours after surgery for phlebitis.
One year ago: Inflation-fighter
Alfred Kahn said he'd choose wage and
price controls over a recession in the
fight tp slogt price.-rises.
Today's birthdays: Actor Richard
Dreyfuss is 32. Cartoonist Bill Mauldin
Is 58.
Thought for today: In war, there is no
substitute for victory. — Douglas
MacArthur (1811049114)
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*Red and black plaid
*Green - tan

ellifle or pistol loader

RELOADER
SPECIAL

KITS

it
G EEN
ifiREATH

$ 94"

KNIFE

SALE

.50 Caliber Cap Lock

The finest quality muzzle loading rifle lot equipped
with top grade American Made components, double
set triggers. coil spring lock, precision rifled barrel
and hook breech system Complete instructions
include a 34 page booklet on muzzle loading plus an
assembly drawing

RIFLE KIT

HAWKEN

SALE
16
CCI

Bag

$900

WADS

SALE
110

250 Per
Bag

SALE

$3799

PER 1,000

Sportview 3 x 9 — Duplex Reticles

3x9 SCOPE

BUSHNELL

20% off

HUNTING BOOTS

f
"
C.A•t*.e._
/
nC
,
'
11 I
I

-

- RELOADING SPECIALS

SHOTSHELL PRIMERS
$0199

SALE

$
419

GUN CLEANING
KIT

•Rifle or shotgun

1:1

• Fiber fill down look
• Forest green, No. 23502
• U. L. Reg. $39.99

HAS SOMETHING FOR EVERY
HUNTER!!
!

Muzzle Loading Hunting Rifle

Kit contains aft necessary parts and instructions-AS Caliber Cap Lock

'LUMEN

tit

SPORTING GOODS

WOOL JACKET

DUXBAK

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS

Compare at $50.00

dip

tlo

ii
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RED HEAD

&

66

Camouflage Jersey Gloves

\\*':

A

Model H42MUG

Full cut, full weight, 9 ounce 100,; cotton jersey with matching knit wrist

hqk

Vttwttlt

onnmarki

SA $
E'
19

No. 72801

09' DOWN
VEST

SALE

$1

Comfo
U. ix Reg. $2.19

Pio, Month

..„
'21"

30-06 — 243AD1

4eminAfton.,
MODEL 742 "WOODSMASTER"

10% off

USED GUNS

EACH

$2"
SALE

GAME TRAPS

HUNTING
SOCKS,

CAME
TRAPS

BLAKE AND LAMB

DOWN LOOK

SALE

$it"

SALES10"

Tan - Rust Brown - Blue
U. L. Reg. $14.99

Chamois Cloth
Tough yet soft double fleeced
ton flannel The moire they ve washed
the softer they get Tss.o roomy hiltton-down.breast pockets Sewn -,n
collar stays Generous t- ut, NUN'
washable when instructions ore fr.'
lowed

SHIRT

TWIN PACII

FLUID &
WARMER

SUNSHINE MOUNTAIN
CHAMOIS

Model 5950

WARMERS

*Monthly Installments
Included
Finan
Sales Tax &
ce Charge

Prices Good
Oct. 29 —
Nov. 5

UNCLE LEE WILL NOT
BE UNDER-SOLD

NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

Tri

Made of quilted Nylon Insulated
irith lOrt Dacron Polyestec Nit(
fill Will keep you norm even in net
snow With heavy duty zipper in lly
and brass snaps on front and r
pockets

OLYMPIC PLAZA — MURRAY

SPORTING GOODS

•
•-e ns

WIGWAM

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit.

. a.

tee 0.m
yttoy

•

1.” re

e," A'

SALE

IIeuoWNING

ei

4't,

AA

Monthly
12

°Model 788

armint calibers for
•Big game an
precision %tic tong at a modest price
•Fast lock tent ,r gets bullet on the way
before sighttriander off target
•Clip magazine attaches & detaches fast
Extra clips available
6 Mil 243
•Made in U S A
30B

Bolt Acfln Center Fire Rifle

Ito

geMbigtOn

ji Installments

$185"

SALE

• Made in U S

30 06270-243
6MM

•Sliding ramp reit sight gives more precise
range setting.

c

•Best selling blptt action center fire rifle in
the U,S A
,
•Extra strong acton! 3 rings of solid steel
cartridge
,urround neail
•Anti bend bolOglItks, unlocks easily

-Bolt Action
Center Fire Rifle

gerniileOn
Model 700 ADL

$34

Automatic Grade 1

FIRE RIFLES

CENTER

4111khk
Monthly
4
I/
43
Installments

243 CAL WITH 1611SIGHTER MOUNTS COMPLETE WITH
400WE R BUSHNELL SCOPE

i•Nr"

Wad U notys

bettel •ne te

ketiVed 110010 C.o., oat
NOP It Mealy Caw

rovaffed H uttre ones Si 110e1
vole 1”1“r nee she th,nyD We,
e
00.1010Ifleceo i•oec vim alth EOM

Or •De t• *es,' lap eteee/4 II meat* Move an

$17

•

!Oen

liST 1(151

MOHAWK WITH SCOPE

REMINGTON 600

BUCK

49'

VINYL
VEST

FLAME ORANGE

$159"

BUCK LURE

DAVY BRACKEN

$1999

SALES "

NEW TRIPLE STRENGTH
The lure with sex appeal. Insulated package
to prevent breaking. Hunting instructions in
cluded.

SALE

Model 110 — Blade has Buck's famous
positive-lock in open position. Handle of
golden-grain Macassar ebony wood, with
solid brass bolsters and liner forged in
one piece. Length, folded. 4 ,"; blade 4"
Comes with pouch-type sheath, with
snap.

FOLDING HUNTER

SALE

YOUR CHOICE

Model 15214 4 01 6' Barrel

Model 15 21I 4 Barrel

IDEAL FOR DEER
HUNTING

wivr,,,th
qraS?"ms7 MAGNUM
REVOLVER

DEER HUNTERS PARADISE
AT UNCLE LEE SPORTING
3
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HOLDEN

SALE

$888

HAND
CLIMBER

THE SQUIRREL CLAW

r
thi•re
It h
1,1
I
h.•r.•
•
I'
twa'
trts is 'ae I
r.

SALE$
"
8

IRONSIGHTERS
V4i1

THE SOUIRRE1 CLAW

SALE

an improved clintbmg tiee stand
that win help you yet ydt, bLICM

CLINGING CLIMBER

THE FOX SQUIRREL

2 Piece Suit

INSULATED
UNDERWEAR

SAF-T-BAK

,••••

A

e-ort

Autoloading Shotgun
-

,
Nnweinenm

Model 1100

$2383
Poo

only

BROWNING'

.

/

Vent Rib Barrel

c—o

THERMO-PLY
INSULATED

'I

CI

• Ete.0 selling pump gun in the U Si A

SAL I

Vent

Rib Barrel

Colemane

1: Monthly

"el

RIM

-SALE

LE

$9988

3,500 BTU

HEATER 4a:•:4:e

DUCK BLIND

SALE$3"
6

IDEAL FOR DUCK
HUNTING

41

REMINGTON

Went Rib Barrel

12 16 20 Ga

870 MAGNUM

17 Monthly
Installment:

SALE

• Made in U S A

• Quick change extra barrels available in all
gauges and no loots are needed to
change barrels

• Receiver machined from solid steel

,

',own P.'

• Row
••••14-P.,..•
•
•

•
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•
•• •

inu.•• • '

•

I • •yece, /nio

tt"

SALE

Big
Scoop

•,=.

88

SPECIAL

BOX

•••'

•••••

a• 2

SALC$588
Goose Call

5

$6"
SALE
Triple Reed Call

•m

$4"
SALE

Double Reed Call

DUCK CALLER

Ne4tt4,e/..

BOX

$69

BOX
SALE $749

SALE

12 gauge 1, oz. 3"
2-4-6 shot

20 gauge - 3"
2-4-6-7' 2 shot

;

DOZ.

SP12H MAGNUM

SALE /

$749

Remington 3" magnum.
12 gauge 1, oz. 3" 2-4-6
shot.

SHELLS

DUCK & GOOSE

SP2OH MAGNUM

6.1110.
$999

Rip—Stop Booties

clOalie

SALE

88

ALL NEVI AND SENSATIONAL. TOIDiNG .1 0 SILMOULTU Heavily detailed
and with such a leather like appeaiance that •hein it is spread open it gives
an incredible appearance oh depth enough to decoy any goose field tested
to, many months in Europe Atiica and U S with Tremendous sincesx before
introductioo The perfect Meet to. NM" 114 in iluntine trips tor any thin
tet laT 1,41Atotate scare Ot 10, 101ht ntedillp 10 llif1S00t1 and ,at uu,or a
veal distanc r Also yi•at es 1 r,11 ,,,,JT, 11,104 O. ,
00,,,Y Und.' Ali' a1.1,nr.
"1111116 ,na.i.on.. ,.ar• woe, ...I, ..• ,,,..,• ..wralar ....1.• .” mat.0 ''....,1
41111111111011111111L
t.....owel ...,tr. a rot,.:
I
rv, ,I 1•1,1, .0.0 .p. yl . bran'
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FILLED WITH
POLYGUARD LIGHTWEIGHT
YVARRi& WATERPROOF
INSULATED HOOD
ATTACHED
IDEAL FOR DUCK
HUNTING ON $
THOSE COLD
WET DAYS

LwiDi

GOOSE DECOYS CARRYLITE
SILHOUETTE

DI Z

Your Choice

MAGNUM MALLARD — M4M (weighted keel)

MAGNUM MALLARD- M4ME (water keel). . .

Sale

G&H

DUCK DECOYS
sale$258
!
$9888
DECOY WEIGHTS

air to

H&H
Lead

cr)
INSULATED
RAIN PARKA
FLEXNET® PARKA

Royal

SALE$4999

•

n •ct P

mow INSULATED
CHEST WADERS

Model 1572
Brown Camo

Pot

b

• Double action bars for smooth, dependable
operation

COVERALLS

aulk 1_

MUNE

Model 870

"Wingmaster"
Pump Action Shotgun

$20952;

GAME WINNER
INSULATED

3
$9"
SALE

- HIP BOOTS

Ry

12 Monthly
Installments

SALE

topirmil.11.1011C-r-

MAGNUM PUMP

Installments

12 Monthly

$24762

sAt

4

p

MAGNUM
ow_.t

117

Installments

11 Monthly

$21905
SALE

Vent rib bartel 12 16 20 ga

machined from solid steel

•Quick-change extra barrels available
in all gauges...and no tools are
needed to change barrels
• Made in U S A

•Receiver

•Best-selling autoloader in the U.S.A
•Light recoil effect.

--

4iming,knt

/ining10n
4

"QUACKERS SPECIALS
FOR THE DUCK HUNTERS"
Y.%
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Carroll Establishes
Coordinating Council
To Administer CETA
FRANKFURT — A Kentucky Industry Coordinating
• been established
Councilby Gov. Julian Carroll in
accordance with the intention
of Title VII of the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act CETA
The six-member council will
include a chairman named by
the governor and five exofficio members from the five
Industry
Private
state
Councils which administrate
CETA.
The purpose of Title VII is to
increase employment opportunities in the private
sector for the unemployed and
the underemployed. Title VII
also seeks to increase the
involvement of the business
community in training activities for the economically
disadvantaged.
The Industry Coordinating
Council will provide the state
Private Industry Councils a
forum for the exchange of
information on private sector
the
opportunities -- for
economically disadvantaged.
Acting on behalf of the
Private Industry Councils, the
coordinating council will
assess employment and
. 'training needs on a statewide
basis and evaluate the
distribution of unemployment
training funds. The coordinating council will also work
to develop useful programs for
the state Private Industry
Councils.
The coordinating council
will also seek a broad-based

group of state industry leaders
to solicit support for worthwhile training programs.
The council will be attached
to the Bureau of Manpower
Services, Department for
Human Resources, for administrative and budgetary
purposes.
Council members will
receive no salary, but will be
reimbursed for expenses
incurred attending meetings.
Counil terms will last one year
or until a successor is appointed.
Dennis Hendrix has been
appointed chairman of the
council.
The following incumbent
chairmen of the five state
private Industry Councils will
serve as ex-officio members: John B. Clarke,
Chairman, LouisvilleJefferson County Private
Industry Council;
Bernie Beck, Chairman,
Northern Kentucky Private
Industry Council;
- James W. --- Wemieker,
Bluegrass
Chairman,
Employment and Training
Program Private Industry
Council;
Sydney Stewart, Chairman,
Eastern Kentucky ConEmployment
centrated
Program Private Industry
Council;
John M. Kerr,• Chairman,
Balance of State-Kentucky
Private Industry Council,
Department for Human
Resources.

•

KING OF VALUES]
Good Oct.
30TH ONLY
••••

5 30.6.00 - Spook Contest for Grades 1-3
6.00-6:30 - Spook Contest for Grades 4-6
6:30-7 00 - Spook Contest For Grades 7-9
7 00-7 30 - Spook Contest For Grades 10-12
7:30-8:00 - Spook Contest For Adults

of the college.
ed as
Dr. Boyd has
animal
t
of
chairman
e College
science division
of the
head
and
1972,
since
and
animal
department
the Univerdairy scienc
ts
sity since th o departmen
In 1974.
were corn
from
Boyd w te Georgia
,
Michigan t:te University
-Lansing, hire he served as a
teaching,
member i the
extension
and
researcn
he held
faculty. Earlier
at the
positions
faculty
and
Kentucky
of
UnivertY
of Tennessee.
the U./ersitY
r new appointee served in
1941 on a special research
agnment in England for the
fitiSh Meat and Livestock
Zornmission and the British
Milk Marketing Board. He is
widely -recognized for his
researth contributions in the
II

04'0

111
flv1,

Carrwr
QUALITY
ao.wc.

•

40
•

...11

BEST PUMPKIN PIE CONTEST

„

Bring in your black cat to Big K. If your cat
is the biggest, blackest cat, then you'll win a
$20 gift certificate.
Cats will be judged on appearahce of size
and darkness of color.

4.0

•Bake us your best pumpkin pie and you may win
a $20.00 gift certificate.

*Pies Will Be Judged
On Taste & Apperance

At 7:15 P.M.
*Pies Will Be Judged
At 8:15 P.M.

•
•

reproductive
of
area
physiology and improving
reproductive efficiency in
farm animals, according to
Dr.Garren.
Dr. Boyd, a araduate of
Sedalia High Schrol, received
tJilii:lersity of
degreesfrom
o,and his
Kentucky, Le
doctorate frorothe University
of Illinois. HaL married to the
former Reiecca Conner,
daughter fi Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Caw,805 Sycamore
Street, MfraY•

ON SALE
5:00-6:00 P.M.

PUMPKIN
WEIGHT
CONTEST
ING
GUESS

Men's or Ladies'
10 Speed or
3 Speed Murrty

GUESS THE WEIGHT OF THE BIG K
PUMPKIN TO THE NEAREST OUNCE.
DRAWING WILL SE NELI TIMMY MONT
AT 8:30, OCTOBER,30,1879
—GIFT CERTIFICATES50.00
1st PRIZE
30.00
2nd PRIZE
20.00
3rd PRIZE
Big K Employees and their
0
families not eligible.

1
1404400
"Atorl

Bike

%%oast
Dry?Ballots

Reg $97.38

'600°

11( Charles R. Duke,
iate professor of English
urray State University,
been honored for his
ntributions to the New
„ngland "Association of
English
of
eachers
NEATE
He was cited for his conthe
to
tributions
organization's committees,
and
commissions,
publications, as well as his
service as president in 1977-78,
at the fall convention of
NEATE in Portsmouth, N.H.
Duke was recognized at the
same conference by the New
Hampshire Association of
Teachers for his contributions
to that organization, primarily
in his role as president 1973-78.
He was also the director for
six years of the New Hampshire Student Poetry Contest
and served as coordinator of
its annual conferences for six
years.
While at the conference.
Duke was appointed to a
steering committee of NEATE
which is charged with writing
the history of the organization.
Founded in 1901, NEATE is
the oldest such organization in
the United States. ..
Duke also presented a
workshop-entitled "-Language
Play and the Teaching of
Poetry; in which participants
explored a variety of methods
for engaging students in
language activities which
could lead to greater' understanding of poetry.

.11 16
Seg.SA

Limit 1

0#

Os.

ON SALE
8:009:00 P.M.

e

• a
•

fr

Vitolt 2

Men's Boot
Flare Wrangler

ON SALE
6:00-7:00 P.M.

Jeans

Quaker State
10W30

Rig. 613.66
$800

Motor
Oil

Limit 2

Reg. 14.

2/svo

ON SALE
7:00 - 800 P.M.

Limit 6

Standard

Light Bulbs
60-75-100 Watt
Pkg. of 2 Reg 53'

0/1 SALE
8:°°-7:00

3

Hi On or
Scoff

L......

••
•
•
I•

••

Ii

1-b Sunday

Men's Flannel
For

1

-04

Shirts
3-M-L.-Xl.
Reg. MU

Po?

$300

3p N
r
e, charge 9-9 Mon.-t.
mds,-....,..,.

ON SALE
8:00-9:00 P.M.

Limit 6

f

Paper
Towels

The Soviet Union invaded
Poland in 1939 at the beginning
of the Second World War.

Coming To
Big K
The biggest & most
exciting
Halloween Party Ever.
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.

Biggest
Blackest
Cat
Contest

e•.

#

Winners of these spook contests will eoch
receive a S20.00 Gift Certificate. Contestants
will be judged on originality S. °paean:ince

Dr. Citifies R. Duke
Is Hoiored By
Engish Association

Dr. Louis J. Boy
Appointed/

Other Than
Door Busters
$1.00 will Listed Below
On Lay Away
Hold Any Ite
For 30 Days

ONE NIGHT ONLY —

Starting At 5:30. Oct. 30
You Can Be Or See Some
Of The Spookiest Spooks Around

Dr. Louis J. Boyd
Accepts University Of
Georgia Appointment
Dr. Louis J. Boyd, son of
Bernice B. Boyd, 1619 West
Main Street, Murray, has
recently accepted the appointment as acting assistant
to the dean in the University of
of
College
Georgia
Agriculture, Athens.
His duties will involve adminisOative assistance in
procuring grants for the
College of Agriculture, according to Dr. Henry W.
Garren, dean and coordinator

G,
i4
Mn
7k
Ei
7°
VA
EI
Tu
5:00 P.M.to 9 P.M.

The
Biggest Spook
Contest Ever!

mit 3

Center
ping
Bel-Air Shop
-

Equal OPPoctuldty Employer Limit Rights Reserved

de
4111101:0

Phone 753-8777
murray, Ky.

Limit 2

visA.
kINGbf VALUES
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A Wild, Wonderful, a

The Student Affiliates of the American Chemical Society iSAACS)
won the independent di% ision tronhv with its
float,"Winning is Child's Play .•' Thirteen floats were entered in independe
nt competition.
•

,
,10.A0wwigar.
•• ' '
' ,

Head coach Mike Gottfried got a ride on the shoulders of Rick Posey and Danny Lee Johnson (26
following the victory. Behind Posey is running-back Tony Lester.

fe• 001.914,

:
w•T1 - •
/Jr rt

"Beating Eastern Kentucky University is Child's Play," won the Greek division float.ompet
ition over three other
entries. The float was sponsored by Alpha Omicron Pi and Alpha Delta Pi sororities
antklpha Gamma Rho fraternity.
.
11101ellorski.

gar

JoAnn Toms, the /9'79 Homecoming Queen, waves to the crowd following the announcement that
she was chosen to wear the crown.

EIEU's Tom Nixt433 was taken completely out of the play on this excellent double-team block by two Racers.

Jurs

-. The Murray High Band's rifle team marches at attention.

•

Some little ones put on a show for parade-watchers.

4..
David Graham and daughter Allison found a
edInfortable spot to
watch the parade go by.

4
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Racer Weekerd
A regionally televised winniag game, the cr5'ning of a queen, a
parade with aninkated floats, barnuets, breahlsts and teas and the
annual gathering of returning alurnta combo to make Homecoming 1979 at Murray State University a sporevent.
Prior to the Racers' 24-7 win over the Ptern Kentucky University
Colonels which was televised by AF, JoAnn Toms, a junior
marketing major of Hopkinsville Route was crowned as Homecoming Queen. In other pregame activitif the 1948 MSU football team
which played in the Tangerine Bowl lat year was honored.
Young and old alike were ctelirted .with .the Saturday morning
parade which featured 17 floatsind 13 bands. The parade theme
was "The Year of .the Child." ae entry of Alpha Omicron Pi and
Alpha Delta Pi sororities and ipha Gamma Rho fraternity won the
Greek division, while the _itudent Affiliates of the American
Chemical Society(SAACS) etrl was the Independent winner.
Obion County Central w( the senior high band competition, with
Murray Middle School takig the junior high competition.
Included on this pag are photos depicting the days activities,
from early morning to t? final horn at the game.

A crowd of 16.000 filled Roy Stewart Stadium to near capacity for the big game.

404

"The Battle Hymn of the
The MSU Choir, including alumni, entertained at halftime with a stirring rendtion of
Republic."

parade.
The Calloway County Laker Band was ose of many that marched i/the

ty
DP 131e
.f3e
3t1
ders
oly
VI son
R ck
Orr
Grle
McC6tcheon

a
Field Commanders of the MSU marching band.
The Haunted Forest add Kappa Kaddval, sponsored by the Kappa Dept. of the Murray Woman's Cub and the Murray-C-alloway
County Jaycees was the theme of ;his float. The Forest-Karnival
runs tonight through Wednesday id the JC Fairgrounds.

a

Everything was shiny'l-ight all day long for Murray fans.

The Murray Shrine Club clowns delighted 4,‘ vone, as
usual.

"We're the best" says Murray State guard Rick Posey

(II1).

Snorts
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Kidd Points To Film
Delay In Murray's
Stunning Triumph
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It's history now - Ronald Lee Hopkins'
block of an Eastern Kentucky punt and Glen
Jones subsequent recovery and touchdown
run were big parts of Murray State's 24-7 victory Saturday.
But Roy Kidd, the Colonels' coach, and the
Eastern punter hinted they felt the play may
have come as a result of a lack of time to
study game films last week.
We already had three days of practice
under our belts before we knew that play (the
blocked kick even existed," Kidd said after
the Racers stunned the Colonels, ranked No.1
in the Divisioo I-AA poll, before 16,000 fans at
Roy Stewart Stadium and an ABC regional
television audience.
Kidd said teams normally receive films of
their upcoming oppoents' previous week's
game on Tuesday morning. Murray's game
was with Indiana Central, a team it defeated
21-7. Two of the Racers' touchdowns were set
up by blocked punts.
But Eastern's coaches didn't receive the
films until late Wednesday, Kidd said. "If it
was an accident, then there's not a lot any
could do about it," he said. "But if it was in-

"
tentional,that's a big bunch of---.
The play in question came with nine
minutes left in the second quarter and Murray ahead 7-0. Eastern punter Joel Scrafton,
who ranked last in the conference heading into the game with a 34.7 yard average per kick,
took a fourth-down snap at the Colonels' 27yard line.
But Hopkins burst through the line and
smothered the boot, Jones scored and suddenly the Racers'led 14-0.
"I can't say that's (the films ) the whole
reason the kick was blocked, but we had no
problem with it after the first one," Scrafton
said. "It was just a matter of adjusting to it.
They didn't do anything that special."
-We put the films on the bus and they
should have arrived there on time," said Murray coach Mike Gottfried. "They just got lost.
The same thing happened to us last year
against Eastern."
Kidd, however,said the blocked kick wasn't
the only play that enabled Murray to win and
almost assure a climb from their current No.
8 national ranking.
"The long pass they completed, the blocked
kick and our fumbling the kickoff were the
See RACERS.page 11

Defensive end Glen'Jones showed his delight after scoring a i;oc
-n
a4ainst Eastern Kentucky Saturday. Jones'score was set up by hdov.
ked •

punt by teammate Ronald Lee Hopkins. Moray won 24-7.
Pboto by Brace Tambov,

Punter Tuck's Biggest Game Has A Happy. Ending
Tony
Wilson
ledger 6 Times
SportsEdor

Freshman punter Davi Tuck watched an Eastern Kentucky defender recover a loose ball
Saturday in Roy Stew
dium.
Pboto by Tarry Wilma

Sixteen thousand pairs of eyes watched and three television cameras
zeroed in on the figure below. At
ground level, the freshman's mind
was ajumble as he prepared to take
the snap for his first punt of the day.
"I couldn't settle down. The fact
that the game was on television, the
importance of it and everything else
was racing around." the freshman
later admitted.
And the pressure showed. David
Tuck caught. the snap, dropped the
ball, tried to pick it up, dropped it
again, then sidestepped to avoid a
pair of Eastern defenders.
Finally, he found the handle and,
almost miraculously, got off a kick.
The scene is later in the first
quarter. Tuck had since gotten. off a
respectable 31-yarder, perhaps
signalling to the 16,000 in attendance
and a regional television audience
that he has settled down.
Not so. On his third punt try, with
the game still scoreless, he can't hold
on to a low snap and an Eastern
lineman recovers. What wa, David

Tuck thinking now?
"I was disgusted with myself," he
said. He even admitted that he
wouldn't have been surprised to see
another punter trot out onto tre field
in his place on the next fourth-down
situation.
But Murray's coaches stuck with
him. And the biggest game of DaVd
Tuck's life had a happy ending. He
punted three times flawlessly
thereafter and booted a trio of perfect
extra points as the Racers bounced
Eastern 24-7 for their sixth straight
victory and took the outright lead in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
"Those extra points really helped
settle me down," he said in Murray's
loud, happy dressing room after the
game. "I guess I had the freshman
freakouts early."
A big part of Murray's 4-7 season
last year was the lack of a consistent
placekicker. Senior Wes Furgerson
provided consistent punting, but six of
28 extra pouit tries and 60 percent of
its 10 field goal attempts were missed.
So the Racer coaches went after
Tuck, a Butler County High School
student who kicked 16 of 17 extra
points and five of 11 field goals. All six
of his misses came from beyond the
40-yard range.
Tuck began this season handling all
three phases of the kicking game field goals, extra points and punts.
But when he hit on just one of four
field goal attempts early in the
season, coach Mike Gottfried attempted to relieve some of the pressure on

There Were Other Games,Too
AP,Staff Reports
While Murray State was
trouncing the top-ranked team
Division-AA. Eastern
Nentuoki • some other action
11 a taking place in the Ohio

Pekes GO011 Tea- Wail., The.
Oct. 30,31 and Nov.

one HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs
CENTRALSHOPPING CENTEli
Openfe.m.lob pm.

Phoni 753-9525
Days A

Week

its second since 1966.
In other games, Austin Peay
battered Middle Tennessee 3114 and, in a nonconference
game, Tennessee Tech tied
Troy State 17-17.
This weekend, Murray State
hosts Austin Peay, Tennessee
Tech travels to Eastern
Kentucky, Western Kentucky
is at MTSU and Akron,
ineligible forr the ()VC crown
until next year. plays at
Morehead State.
In Bowling Green, Ky., Nick
Rapier's 34-yard field goal in
the second period was the only
scoring in Morehead State's
win over Western Kentucky.
Western
got to the
Morehead two in the third
period, but quarterback John
Hall's pass intended for Eddie
'Preston was intercepted. Hall
was intercepted again late in
the fourth quarter, ending the
final Western threat.
Morehead is 5-1-1 overall
and 3-1-1 in the OVC, while
Western dropped to 3-4 on the
season and 2-2 in the conference.
Craig Woods tallied 132
yards and a touchdown for
Austin Peay,5-3 Overall and 1LAUNDERED AND
er't.•
PRESSED 70 PERFECTIC'.% -1.114he.LW.C.
Steve Brewer gave theGOOD ALL WEEK
Governors their first touchON HANGERS
down on a six-yard run before
OR FOLDED
Woods ran for 21 yards'for a
score in the second quarter.
Cosnio Cochran gave Austin
Peay a third touchdown on a
two-yard dive in the third
Valley Conference Saturday.
Morehead State improved
its OVC mark to 3-1-1 by
edging Western Kentucky for
its first victory over the
Hilltoppers since 1976 and only

period.
MTSU's Briacft
scored from the ono ;i!j(1
Bryant caught a
touchdown pass in th,
quarter.

4

Anderson left Tech in a 17-17
tie with Troy State.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.

Here

teams ranked in the five
Press high school football
this weekend
Jeffersea Co AAAA
1.Lou Trinity 104, del 1.01.

r

.

Central 10 days rp, Tuck punted six
times, but a stifi gale played a big
part in his 29-yartaverage. "You've
probably seen the iist of that kind of
wind this season," Olafried told Tuck
during the busride belt to Murray.
But Saturday the tend swirled and
grabbed both Tuck ancEastern's Joel
Scrafton's punts, turneg their kicks
against the wind into week, fluttering
dive-bombers.
"I'm going to have to rimind coach
Gottfried that he told me there
wouldn't be any more vind." The
Space Man had spoken.

Crenshaw
Team Captures
Disney Classic
By the Associated Press
LAKE BUENA VISTA, FLA. George Burns and Ben Crenshaw
combined for a finalround 65 and a
four-round total of 33-under-par 255 to
win the National Team Golf Classic.
Burns and Crenshaw nosed out the
teams of Peter Jaeobsen-D.A. Weibrmg, Scott BessDon Halldorson and
Jeff Hewes-Sammy Rischels by three
strokes.
CHIBA, Japan (AP) - Lanny
Wadkins shot a 1-under-par 71 for an
11-under 277 total to win the 8130,000
Japan Golf Tournament

You ore invited to sh," and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 di ferent models with over 250 new,
cars 8 trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and our smaller gas saving cars 8
trucks - We always have the bto selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll
cheaper.

Open Nites Fo- Your
Shopping Converience

Prep Football Review
I Franklui-Suripson 19-11 lost to F't
Campbell 40-14
2.Scott Co 8-2)loot to Montgomery Co

PARKER FORD INC,
MURRAY, KY.

224.
3.aarry (94)clef Lathe C,o 20-18.

4.1mcoln Co (9-1) del Jessarrune Co

214.

AO.
l.Lou Iroquois 110-0i del
i• or.,
5 Barren Co i 10-0)dot Warren East 20Creek 424.
3.Lou Butler (9.01 def Imo
3 14
4.Lou Bishop David 7.31 .def 1,1 s:
Class AA
Xavier 7-0.
1.Mayfield (10.0 del Caldwell.Co 3S5.L0/11 Eastern (74)lost Ii, 0u
224.
26
2 Corbin (0.0) def Middlesboro 14-10
Stade AAAA
3 Heath(7-2)did not play.
1.0wensboto ‘10-01def
4 Pikeville (9-1 I clef Johns Creek 6114.
',Franklin Co )41 delApolk
5 Fleming CO 10-i)del Rowan Co 7-0.
194.
*Clam A
3.Pad Tilghman ($-1) clef MUTT V
364.
4.Bowling Green (9-1)del Warr.- •
1.Rich Madam 17-2 r def Paria
tral 114.
2. Now&(7-i)did not play.
344.
Knox
Central
III-01de!
5.BullItt Central (10.1 ) del!,,,,rty r
3.Harlan
r del Dayton 304.
din 32-13.
4.Belierlbe
$ Elkhorn City 09-1./ del St. Paul Va.
Class AAA
61-26.

SHIRTS

45ceR 5/1"

. In Cookeville, Tenn., a lastsecond field goal attempt by
Tennessee Tech's Wayne

Tuck by giving the field goal chores to
tunior Brian Crall.
Tuck, though, has shone all season
6the extra-point phase. He's hit on
alit of his tries and admits he will
woni to regain the place-kicking
dutiesNest season.
fel honored just to be able to
come in.
0 a freshman and play at
all,- he said- "But I like the
responsbilit3 of doing all the kicking,
not just a partof it."
Kickers at all levels through the
Y'ars have gained the rvutation of
htng flakes, just a bit di balance.
Astd if he tit that mold, ruck didn't
an-1,er verbally. Instead, htlseld up a
towe he wears during game which
had he words "The Space Man"
Prints across it.
"I Unit kickers have gotten ;hat
reputatin because we spend so notch
time off ri another field practicing oy
ourselves' Tuck says.
So with he 80 or so other members
of the Raer football team off in
group with vaches' yells of teamwork and univ banging off their eardrums, there' Tuck, kicking. An individual's job La team sport.
"A kicker's kg is just like a pitcher's arm," Irk says. "You can
.
kick too much, aii you can wear out
your leg. It's itportant to pace
yourself and not ovtwork."
Even with the host careful of
preparation, a puritt's results rest
directly with how muta the weather,
particularly the wind,ooperate.
In Murray's game Nub Indiana

KO& Or

Coming To
Big K
The biggest & most
YAWLS
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.

GARAGES CUSTOM BUILT
TWIN LAKES HOMES &fiARAGES
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE- WE URGE YOU TO COMPARE
ANY KIND -ANYWHERE - ANYTIME
Models me Display'

$2,99000
MK

Campletely Eroded IL
Ceprocroto floor
Plus freight IL Tat

AAMI
ADORES
PIONILAW

-(lids)
WE Mimi'
Swipe or _
5011

0.5.01
502-522-6488

-11-0 •• 11......:1010 •••-L.-81A

KST TVS .TEO SEE

,

Wu -LAKES HOMES & 6ARARS
P 0 Aca 8119„Hwy

88 West - Cad's. Ky pe4°242244
"
Si Odor.s nor co:•
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Rams, Vikings Finding
Crowns Aren't For Keeps

4/r.*

an extra period.
"Everytime I look up and see that kid on the field, I thank
God for our immigration laws," said Houston Coach Burn
Phillips of his Austrian placekicker who also delivered an
earlier overtime victory against Cincinnati with a threepointer.

By 11AL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
The torch may have been passed, once and for all, in the
National Football Conference's West and Central Divisions.
Los Angeles and Minnesota have ruled those two divisions
for years, but both have faced disheartening reversals this
season and Sunday's games may have signalled the end of
their control.

Bears 28, 49ers 27 — Walter Pay toon scored three TDs and
rushed for 162 yards, becoming the first NFL player to go
past 1,000 yards this season, but Chicago needed a 48-yard
bomb from Mike Phipps to James Scott with 1:29 left to
defeat San Francisco..
Steve DeBerg passed for a career-high 332 yards for the
losers.

NFL ROUNDUP

4

rim

during Saturday's game at
Murray State's Kenny Woods watched Eastern Kentucky quarterback Bill Hughes pitch out
Pboto by Dale Chadwick
Roy Stewart Stadium.

Racers Bounce Eastern
the Racers' preparation for
the Governors would start
yesterday.
reasons we lost," he said.
But for at least Saturday,,.he
Those three plays all happened in a span of five
minutes, helping Murray leap
ahead 17-0 at the half. Even
Eastern's only touchdown
came with -just 90 seconds left
and the outcome long decided.
The Colonels entered Saturday as the Ohio Valley Conference's top ground gainer,
averaging 222 yards a game.
But Murray's defense, paced
by nine tackles for losses, held
Eastern to a measly 47 yards.
That figure promises to at
least maintain the Racers'
status as the third best
defense against the rush in
Division 1-AA.
Now Murray needs only to
defeat Austin Peay to clinch at
least a tie for its first OVC title
since 1951. And Gottfried said
Continued from page 10
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land
s Joel
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coach
there
The
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—
haw
and a
255 to
aic.
,ut the
eibrand
three
Lanny
Or an
130,000

u

3-54
2-1
6-5S
6-33.3

could relax and enjoy what he
admitted was his biggest personal triumph so far. "For this
team though, it has two more

games left before it can stop to
think how good it is," he said.
"This win won't mean much if
we don't continue to win.'

Bengals 37, Eagles 13 — Ken Anderson threw two TD
passes and ran for another score as Cincinnati surprised
Philadelphia.
Rookie Jim Browner set up two of the Bengal scores with
an interception and a recovered fumble and Dick Jauron also
recovered two fumbles for the Bengals, who won their second
game.
Archie Griffin ran for 103 yards for Cincinnati and caught
one of Anderson's TD passes. Pete Johnson grabbed the other
and also ran one yard for another TD.

First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing yards
Total offense
Passes
Fumbles-5ml
Penalties-yerds
Punts-avg.

Bills 20, Lions 17 — Joe Ferguson, the NFL's leading
passer, threw a 7-yard TD pitch to Reuben Gant with 1:25
left, giving Buffalo its comeback victory over Detroit.
Ferguson threw for 33gIyards for the Bills, who blocked a
42-yard Lion field goal try as time ran out to secure their victory.
Browns 38, Cardinals 20 — Cleveland came from behind
against St. Louis, taking the lead on a 1-yard TD by Pat
Moriarity in the third quarter. Then the Browns put the Cardinals away on three fourth-quarter TDs by Dave Logan,
Cleo Miller and Dino Hall.

Oilers 27, Jets 24 — Toni Fritsch's 35-yard overtime field
goal was the differnce for Houston after New York had
ralliedipr a pair of fourth quarter TDs to send the game into

Racer Runners Take 2nd In OVC
udlin ran the 10,000-meter course in 31:03, while Cuzzort
COOKEVILLE,Tenn. — Murray State's Jerry Odlin snapped
in 30:45.
finished
taking
runners,
Kentucky
Western
of
the expected domination
Murray finishers and their times were Richard
Other
with
them
second place, but the Hilltoppers' depth still provided
Gary Ribbons, tied for sixth in 31:47; Dave RafferCharleston,
the overall title Saturday.
thy, 16th in 33:04; Pat Chimes, 17th in 33:06; and Danny McWestern's Larry Cuzzort, Jim Groves and Dave Murphy Caslin,36th in 38:48.
finished first, third and fourth, respectively, to lead the 'Toppers to the Ohio
Valley Conference cross country title.

Murray State Women
Are Runners-up In KWIC

Western garnered 25 points, followed
by Murray, 48; Morehead, 90; Eastern
Kentucky, 113; Middle Tennessee, 115;
Austin Peay, 119; and Tennessee Tech
which placed no finishers.

BOWLING GREEN,Ky. — Murray State placed four runners
in the top ten, but Morehead edged the Racers for the Ohio
Valley Conference women's cross country title Saturday.
Morehead finished with 31 points, followed by Murray, 40;
Eastern Kentucky, 54; and Middle Tennessee, 120; in the firstever OVC women's championship.

Murray Netters Place Fourth

EASTERN
111.
3647
133
IfF23-1
2-1
644
6-3•.0

4

Photo by Tony Wilan

Rushing
Mi 18-76. Patton c 9-40:
Johnson
Miller I ( 12-37; Nance M 8-32; Lester
NI) 12-33, Davis IM 7-27. Yeast El 216, Hudspeth MI 5-15
Passing
Hay MI- 3-5-0 61. Isaac ic, 7-18-178;
Hughes E ) 3-5-0 75
Receiving
Parrish I ci 645. A.Robbins Mi 1-40.
Bird El 1-40; Sang El 1-22; King M 11.10; IL 1RobblIffs IM11-7 Punting
Scrafton IF: 5-36.0; Tuck ( M 6-33 3

An interception by Greg Evans (17) helped seal Murray State's upset victory over Eastern
Kentucky.

Murray State captured one of three matches to salvage a
fourth-place finish in the Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate
Conference tennis championships in Richmond,Ky.,Saturday.
The Racers defeated Louisville 7-2 in opening play, then dropped successive matches to Kentucky (7-2) and Western Kentucky (5-4)in the consolation round. •
The University of Kentucky won the competition, followed by
Eastern Kentucky, Western, Murray and Louisville.
The Racers ended their fall season with a 7-11 mark, the first
losing season in Murray history.

Sports At A Glance

Week night
Menu
Seed San. Ws Mfrs.

Dinners
$299

From
Which includes - - salad bar,
choice of potato and hot bread.

*wen
.titha/ t

-

p Ea
:-;

OPEN 4 PM
753-4141
WEEK
IGHINAY 641 N. 7 DAYS A

ForinThs
•Fir t

olood

American ttonference
Fast
W L T Pct. Pft PA
6 3 0 467 173 133
Miami
.667- 235 - 149
New England 4 5 0 .444 194 159
Buffalo
444 194 227
4 5 0
N.Y. Jets
3 6 0 .333 133 179
Baltimore
Central
778 226 150
7 2 0
Pittsburgh
6 3 0 667 211 205
Cleveland
6 3 0 667 203 206
Houston
V2 183 210
2 7 0
Cincinnati
West
6 3 0 .667131 146
Denver
6 3 0 667 224 159
San Diegn
556 205 1M
5 4 0
Oakland
4 5 0 .444 143 132
Kansas City
375 172 181
3 5 0
Seattle
National Conference
Fast - 778 203 146
7 7 0
Dallas
6 3 0 667 165 163
Philadelphia
667 171 125
6 3 0
Washington
444 148 179
4 5 0
N.Y Giants
222 153 199
2 7 0
St. Irons
Central
778 180 143
7 2 0
Tampa Ray
444 150 166
4 5 0
Chicago
444 154 195
4 5 0
Minnesota
333 130 176
3 6 0
Green Bay
III 141 210
1 8 0
Detroit
West
5 4 0 .556 211 195
New Orleans
185
415.
4 5 0
Los Angeles
3 5 0 .375 160 181
Atlanta
San Francisco 1 8 0 .111 176 247

,
$1410.016 Grand PrLz Tours'
in Vienna
Final
-0.6Stan smith d. Wojtek Mak (-4 6

ATP Tourney
in Guadalajara, Me xi, o
" Men's Final
Paul McNamee d. Rich F...
Doubles Final

4,6-4.

McNamee-Fred McNair d. Andy
3adilberg-Tony Giammula 6-2,4-6,6-3.
Davis Cap Play
at Caracas, Venezuela
Humphrey Hose, Venezuela d. Ivan
Molina, Columbia 7-5,84,5-7, 6-3; HoseJorge Andrew, Venezuela, d. MolinaMauricio Pomo,Columbia 6-3,6-4,6-4.
Venzuela advances to second round of
1960 Northern South American zone
championships.

Murray State Tennis
"MY 8,Laidavffie 3
Bitsy FUR ( Ml d. Donela Vt. t/r 6-1,6-I; Meg Peavy (1..1 d. Mary McNicholas 6-2, 61; Cheryl Rouse Ml d. Ann 1-.1.(1,erty 6-4, 6-3; Janet Cappola ( d. Yvonna Utley 6-3,
6-3; Nancy Beery it.) d B. k, Jones 5-7, 6-1, 6-4; Lena Loftrnan 511 d. Kathy
Ramsey 6-3,-04,7-5.
Ftitt-Rouse d. Peavy-Webcr t-U, 6-2; McNicholas-Loftnian d. Beery-Flaherty 6-3,86-1,6-0.
2; Utleyulones d. Ramsey.4
Kentucky 7, Murray!
Kilt d. Susan Hickey 6-1, 6-2, Susan Nolan (Kid. McNicholas 6-3,.6-3; Lynn Shores
(Kid. Rouse 6-2, 6-1; Patsy I Jura;TK)d. Utley 6-1,6-0; Debbie Grimes(K d. Jones 60,6-3; Kathy Gill(K1 d. Loftman 64.151.
Ritt-Rouse d. Lucas-Hickey 3-6. 74,4-3; Nolan-Shores iKI d. mc Loftman 8-1, 6-0;
Gnmes-GilI1Kid. Utleyulone 2-6,fi-4. 7,5,
Coasolatisa Rowed
Western Ky.I, Murray 4
retired;
10
6-3,
d. McNicholas 6-4, 4-6, 644;
Kathy Ferry (
Ritt d. Sandy Leslie
Betsy Bogden (WI d. Rouse 6-4. 6-2; Utley d. Cathy Sununers 34, 6-4; 6-2; Lorrie
Leslie iW Id. Jones 6-4,4-6 6-3, 1.(ftrnan d. Susan Kepley 74,6-4.
Leirlie-Bogden 1W)d. Ritt-Rou-ie 6-3,14,6-4; Ferry-Summers (WI d. McNicholasLoftrnan 6-3,7-5; Utley-Jones A I eshe-Kepley 6-2,24,6-2.

Tennis
11110,900 Women's Tourney
in Oldsmar, Fla.
Final
Evonne Goolagnng Chwtev d Virginia
Wade 54,5-3.

Austin Peay and Western Kentucky fielded incomplete teams.
Wendy Slayton was the Racers' top finisher, completing the
5,000-meter course in 19:39. Other Murray runners, their finish
and times were: Diane Stewart, fourth, 20:00; Diane Holmes,
seventh, 20:04; Sandy Minor, ninth, 20:18; Sharon Macy, 14th,
21:04; Joan Migatz, 17th, 21:19; and Patty Bittel, 21st, 22:56.
Paula Gaston of Eastern won the event,finishing in 19:02.

,

Tennis

NFL Standings

REAL GOOD
TIME AT
SEVEN SEAS

jH

Colts 31, Patriots 26 — Joe Washington's third TD of the
game, a 12-yard sweep with 4:51 to play, carried Baltimore
past New England. The loss dropped the Pats into a first
place tie with Miami in the AFC East.

Steelers 14, Cowboys 3 — Franco Harris rushed for 102
- yards and scored TDs on runs of 1 and 48 yards,leading Pittsburgh past Dallas in a rematch of the Super Bowl X and XIII
opponents.
The Steeler defense limited the-Cowboys to 79 yards on the
ground, 73 by Tony Dorsett, who had his string of 100-yard
games ended at four.

ODL1N

r COME TASTE A

iT

Broncos 20, Chiefs 3 — Denver moved into a first place tie
with San Diego in the AFC West by downing Kansas City.
Craig Morton threw a pair of first half TDs and Jon
Keyworth added another score on a 32-yard option pass.

Bucs 12, Vikings 10 — Tampa Bay came from behind
against Minnesota, with Ricky Bell's 2-yard TD in the fourth
quarter supplying the winning points. The Bucs had trailed
10-3 before Neil O'Donoghue's 44-yard field goal narrowed
the Vikings'lead in the third quarter.
The victory moved the NFC Central-leading Bucs to a 7-2
record compared to 4-5 for the Vikings, six-time champs of
the division.

Hew They Scored
Tony Lester, 1 run , David
Murray
Tuck,kick 1, 10 02, VW
Murray - Glenn Jones. 10 return of
blocked punt , Tuck,luck), 8 59. aid.
Brian CralL 34 FYI; 4 57,
Murray
bid
1.mdsey Hudspeth, 1 run
Murray
Turk. kick 2 45. 4th
Steve Bird, 40 pass from
Eastern-•
Bill Hughes , David Flores, kick , 1 30

MURRAY
11
53-167
St

Dolphins 27, Packers 7 — Bob Griese shook off a slump,
passing for 287 yards and leading Miami past Green Bay.
Duriel Harris set Dolphin club records with 10 catches for 180
yards.

Saints 14, Redskins 10— New Orleans'defense sacked Redskin quarterback Joe Theismann seven times and stopped
Washington 18 times on goal-to-go plays to deliver a vital victory for the Saints.
Archie Manning hooked up with Wes Chandler on a 45-yard
TD pass play and Tony Galbreath's 2-yard burst supplied the
other Saints' TD. But the defense turned the game.

•

a big
ou've
nd of
Tuck

Los Angeles surrendered first place in the NFC West, losing for the first time since 1961 to the suddenly-sizzling New
York Giants, 20-14, and dropping one game back of New
Orleans, which beat Washington 14-10.
Giants 20, Rams 14 — Rookie Phil Simms threw a pair of
TD passes as the Giants won their fourth in a row and dropped the Rams to a 4-5 record and second place in the NFC
West, where they've won the title for six straight years.
It was the third straight loss for injury-riddled Los Angeles
and marked the first time since 1966 that the Rams have been
under .500 this late in the season.

Coming To
Big K
r---"! The biggest & most
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.

Endless
energy source
discovered.
In about 33 A.D. this great source of power was revealed,
first to only 12 men, and then to the world. These twelve men
were called the disciples of Christ. The awareness of this
inexhaustible source of power has grown to encompass the
world through many different Christian churches. The power
is called Jesus Christ.
This source of energy is yours for the asking. You can hook
into it by simply believing and accepting. It's as simple as
follow-the-leader.
We hope you will look upon the Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ) as a natural outlet in your search for the power
beyond yourself.
Prepare now for that time when you will need more energy
and power than a human being alone can muster. Find the
church home that will help you achieve all that God planned
for you.
We want to help. Come in this Sunday and let's work on it
together.

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
_1 r.'_„Rauekblinister
Or.1)?ri,

_

,
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Two Farming Revolutions Experienced Kentucky Livestock Breeders
Lifetime
in
Directory Lists Nearly 3,000
„ ,s„,„„,,„„e„

Kentucky Rotarians To
Meet At North American ,on gets to personallythatbe ina prrthe
toretront ot two rev(ilutionary
International Exposition ,•hanges
in a lifetime.
Rotarians from across'. the
state of Kentucky will meet at
the North American International Livestock Exposition
NA1LE I on November 12 for
a day set aside in their honor.
Harold Workman, the
MalliWC1., and
\!PCS •
otidr NAlLE officials have
cs. wide(' invitations to over 50
Rotary Clubs throughout
Ku tick'. asking them to
1 losvilie for the event.
Fhb special day will be an
opportunity for Rotarians to
nrther their interest in rural
economic gro‘tth and serve as
part of the Rotary. rural-utban
phasis activity.
A -dutch treat" luncheon,
featuring Kentucky Comissioner of Agriculture
Thomas 0. Harris and Rotary
International District

REMEMBER
LAST
WINTER?

THIS YEAR,
FIGHT BACK
WITH
A SCOUT.

But it's happened to a North
grain farmer.
Dakota
Governor Tom Riley. will be
His experience not only. pro
filled
day
the
of
highlight
the
vides a striking contrast (it
%% WI many. other interesting what's new in grain harvesting
activities.
with ways of a half-century ago.
Workman. in his invitation but it says something important
to Rotarians. said,"The many and basic about North American
activities which are combined agriculture and its people.
with the North American
In becoming involved on thee
International serve to make ground door in not one but two
both
this show exciting. to
harvesting revolutions, there as
rural and urban people."
illustrated the -willingness to nbt
American only try new methods but to set
The - North
international, now in its sixth the example for others to follow.
year. will -be held Nov. 347. at Snell continuing pioneering
the Kentucky Fair and efforts to adopt innovations
Expysittow Center. The remain fundamental to agriculExposition has become one of ture's and farmers' capability to TWO REVOLUTIONS IN COMBINING are represented by Holt Model 36
threshing wheat in 1927and new Twin Rotor Cowden* harvesting sunflowers
the top livestock shows in the be the most efficient and producHe was among the combining- of his wheat and
Combine.
ever.
enterprise
world and is expected to draw tive'family farm
American farmers to using an on-farm drying system.
North
Linderman.
first
Lawrence
1977.
In
livestock
12,500
more than
Carrington. N.D., marked a half- adopt the new machine in 1975. With the IN.vin Rotor Combine,
_entries— Educational acinvolved in combining. "This is mffittsly as-great a he Says. grain can be threshed
tivities, exhibits• and en- century
ago. it began with change in harvesting as we had at 'higher moisture levels. Th
years
Fitty
be
tertainment will again
in going from the bundles and gentler handling does not damag
one harvesting revolution.
year.
this
present
- "We had the first combine in threshing machine to the first the softer kernels, he adds.
By direct cutting and usin
the community." he explains. combine ;')41 years ago." he ex•
"When we hired the machine, a. plains. "It's a change in the the dryer, we had no ,grain loss
Holt Model 36. in 1927 people method of threshing — not only and our wheat graded #1,'
were still skeptical. After we simplifying and speeding it up. Linderman explains. "Neighbor
bought it in 1928. they had more but making it more efficient." wh, windrowed lost a lot of grai
Again. the Linderman lead in or had terrific price discount
confidence and at least four
other machines were bought adopting a second -harvesting be ause oCrainy weather condirevolution has set the example tions. We not only eliminated
that fall." ••
' Up to then. 'the Lindermans tor other area farmers to accept.the expense of windrowing, an
had cut their wheat put it in the new harvesting technique. In extra trip through the fields, but
bundles and used a stationary the Twin Rotor Combine. a crop we 1•Ut out the weather losses'
threshing machine. Other area is handled more gently, reducing rl hus. inside of a single lifefanners still used this method in. grain damage .and .harvesting time. this North Dakota grain
Stock No.0169
farmer has pioneered. in two
.1927 and the. Lindermans were losses.
The new combine concept has farming revolutions. •
able to combine before their
neighbors could thresh wet bun- permitted Linderman to make FLity years ago, it was accepdles and experienced no losses other basic improvements in his twice of the combine principle
and now it's adoption of an imgrain operation.
in a 50.000-bushel crop.
Previously. he cut the grain posed and more efficient corn
This past year was Linderritan's third season of using a and let it lay in windrows to lane to provide higher quality
new concept in harvesting, the dry be6ire combining. But now gram and hell) reduce har,westing
Sperry New Holland Twin Rotor he has changed ti direct-cut cust,.

Stock No.0176

1979 Models Discounted
Prices from.

1200-9500

Per Unit

Plus

to the customer from the factory
if purchased by Oct. 31st, 1979

$200

TRUCKS, TRAILERS
Iii BUSES, INC.
IIITERIUMINIAL TRUCKS

Hwy.641 So.
Murray,Ky.
753-1372

(Lexington) — A schedule of
12 Farm Tax Workshops has
been announced by the
University of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service. The annual two day
sessions are sponsored jointly
by the University of Kentucky,
the Internal Revenue Service
and the Kentucky Department
of Revenue.
The Farm Tax Workshops
are held to bring preparers of
tax returns up-to-date on the
latest tax law changes, particularly those changes
related to farmers and
agriculture, and to serve as a
basic review of filing

theres a super
difference
in feeds,too!
For beef cattle, the Supersv•eet
difference is called Match Maker.
The MatchMaker difference is 65 prectse feeding options that make possible a program that
matches the differences in your operation.
based upon .
* The size, feeding phase and needs of your
cattle.

11.1
Sari&maw
Territory
loomed Feed
(1112)461144113

• Your own available feedstuff. A wIeLt ion of
proven BeefMaker supplements lets you
make the most of what you already have.
• The method of feeding — hand-feecling.
grain Mix with roughage, complete
ration—that you can use best.
The kind. of .differences that set Supersweet
apart ate the kind of differences that set your
operatinn apart Slop in'Soon.

Rhodes Mill 11 Supply

@MULTIFOODS,

Cuha,sty. Rene Rhodes, OwnerS1-800-592-5418

Service compiled the information with help from state
breed organizations, Kentucky Livestock Improvement
Association and the Governor's Councl on Agriculture.
County Extension agents have
copies for use. their offices.
You may get your own free
copy by writing to the

on
CounCil
Governor's
Agriculture, 7th Floor, Capital
Plaza Tower, Frankfort, Ky.
40601.
Land prices, are the
greatest barrier to entry into
farming, according to the
USDA.

Coming To
Big K
The biggest & most
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.

To Our New Home On
(Next To Dunn Furniture & Appliance)

ti
is

It

UK Extension Service To Hold
Several Farm Tax Workshops

AOr

M
Steaks are different . . .

A
Kentucky livestock
breeders directory, listing
names and addresses of
nearly 3,000 breeders in the
Coniinonwealth, has been
published to help producers
locate purebred breeding
stock. .
"The handy reference will
be a big help to both in-state
and out-of-state livestock
producers who want to buy
Kentucky breeding stock,"
said John Johns, Extension
beef cattle specialist in the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
The directory lists breeders
of beef and dairy cattle,
horses, sheep-- and swine
alphabetically and by county.
Officers and directors of many
state livestock organizations
also are included.
The Cooperative Extension--

kas
"
II" St
CORIIIINOr Unease
(11112) 1T4-41161

FEEDS

AdIV

procedures and form usage. should try to have their
In the Calloway county registration
by
filed
area,a Farm Tax Workshop is November 10, 1979.
scheduled for Dec. 13-14 at The
Graves County Community
Center. Daily hours are 9:00
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
A $25 enrollment fee is
charged for each two day
workshop. Brochures with
blanks are
registration
available at the local county
extension offices. Also,
registration blanks and additional information may be
obtained by phoning the U.K
Economics
Agriculture
Department (606-257-2981 or
write: Farm Tax Workshops,
Agriculture Science Building
South, Room 707, University of
Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky 40546.
participants
Interested

a

NO FINANCE CHARGES
On MF Utility Tractors
until March 1,1980'

Country-Kitchen Beef Ste%
Combine 3 • tablespoons
flour, 2 teaspoons salt and
teaspoon pepper; dredge 2
pounds beef for stew icut in
2-inch pieces,. Brown
1
4 to 1 /
1
1/
meat in 3 tablespoons lard or
drippings. Pour off drippings.
2 teaspoon ground
1
Sprinkle /
savory over meat. Add 1 /
2
1
cups water, cover tightly and
cook slowly 11/2 hours. Stir
in 6 medium carrots, cut in
1 -inch pieces, and 1 medium
onion, cut in 6 wedges. Cook,
covered, 30 minutes. Stir in
18 prunes and cook, cover,N1.
15 minutes or until meat and
vegetables are tender.
6 servings.
--World -wheat--produt,tiona decline of 8 5
showing
percent this year,down nearly
to 401 million metric tons A
year ago, world productiur,
was at the 438.5 millioni ,
mark.

*144.4*
If You Own
a Farm...
wev• Got the Shield

Buy a new MF utility tractor before October 31, 1979, and pay no finance
charges until March 1, 1980, when you finance with Massey-Ferguson. It's a great
way to save money on a proven performer in the 34 to 81 horsepower range.
In addition, everyone of them comes
with Massey-Ferguson's famous tractor
warranty that extends coverage to 2
years or 1500 hours, whichever comes
first.

But there's still more reasons why this
is the perfect time to buy that new MF
utility tractor you've been wanting. There
are also special factory allowances
available that can save you even more
money ... if you buy
now. See us for full
detajls.

MP

•Offer limited to
available inventory.

Mosey Ferguson

ACT NOW!OFFER ENDS OCTOBER 31,19791

tor You

Industrial

Road

Stokes Tractor
Implement Co.

753-1819
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ARM
On Form Use Of Alcohol

1979

Min -SOUTH FAIR

Agricultural Engineer Advises Farmers
With on-farm production of
alcoholfor fuel in the news,an
agricultural engineer advises
farmers that a federal permit
is required whether the
alcohol is for their own use of
for sale.
An experimental permit can
be obtained from the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms, according to Larry
W. Turner, Extension energy
specialist in the University of
of
College
Kentucky
Agriculture. He said that a
state permit is not required in
Kentucky.

tracts of land where the
alcohol will be used as a fuel
and describe the equipment,
including still, collection tank
and machinery in which the
alcohol will be used as fuel.
Also required are a
description of the process to
be used in mashing and
distilling, the material for
producing the triash, and
statements on the nature,
extent and purpose • of the
plant, security measured to be
provided, and an estimate of
the number of gallons of
alcohol that can be produced
within a I5-day period.
Equipment for producing
The spirits must be used for
being
is
farm
the
alcohol on
tested by some universities
and a number of individuals.
Turner said that a plant
capable of producing more
than 20 gallons of alcohol per
hour will cost $5,000 to $10,000
or more.

On
itat
(y.

the
into

.:•et;

,

-

CHAMPION—Gold Observer Willie, owned by Stubblefield Jerseys of Murray, was named
Reserve Grand Champion of the National Junior Dairy Show held Sept. 23 at the Mid-South
Fair in Memphis,Tenn. Pictured, right, is Krit Stubblefield from the local firm.

Farmers Grow Own Calves;
Make Best Replacement
With herd replacements (:ary T. Lane, Extension dairy
becoming more valuable, specialist in.the University of
of
College
dairy farmers have more Kentucky
"Early
incentive than usual to grow Agriculture.
- development is crucial to the
out their own heifer calves.
lactation
first
Your own calves an make heifer's
your besP herd replacements, production." -Once.a calf is weaned in a
but it takes a good 'feeding
program, especially during thrifty, healthy condition, the
the winter months, to develop feeding program should be
heifers so they will perform focused on getting growth and
well when they get in the development economically. A
shift can be made from a calf
milking lineup.
starter to a lower-cost grower
getto
key
the
is
"Growth
ting a fully developed heifer ration at about three month
ready to calve at 24-27 months of age.
To be most economical, a
with the potential to produce
large quanitites of milk," says grower ration should be based
on high quality forage, acCording to Lane. If top quality
hay • containing 15-16 percent
protein is fed free-choice, a 1213 percent protein grain mix
will do the job. kgoed mix,for
t•xample, Could be made up of
78 percent ground shelled or
Let's talk value.
ear corn, 10 percent oats or
barley, 10 percent soybean
.As your local insurance
meal.' 1 percent dicalcium
agency, we can find you
phosphate and 1 percent trace
the best price/protection
mineral salt.
combination for your
For lower quality forages —
-insurance dollars. We
including mature grass or
clover, corn-silage or raincarry many lines of prodamaged hay — the grain mix
tection, in addition to
should contain 15-16 percent
special package plans.
protein for proper nutritional
balance. An example is 70
Let us quote your next
ground shelled or ear
percent
compare.
policy. Then
corn, 1.0 percent oats or
barley, 18 percent soybean
Bob FEDERAL
meal, 1 percent dicalcium
KEMPER
Nanney INSURANCE phosphate and 1 percent trace
mineral salt.
Ins. COMPANY
Heifers need about 1 politid
Agency
of grain Mix per 100 pounds of
107 N.4th
body weight when high quality
ICemreu OaraWilM I forage is fed free-choice,
7534937
J according to the specialist.

Business
Insurance

you
provide the prob6m

We
supply the soLfion
\
C\
•
Our Direct Deposit system
guarantees that your check
will be credited to your account on the same day
each Month. It's safe, convenient . . . and it's done
automaticallyl

liank of Murray% FDIC

When poor quality hay is fed,
heifers require 1'2 to 2 pounds
grain mix per 100 pounds of
body weight. Corn silage can
be utilized but probably should
not be the only forage fed to
heifers less than 7-9 months of
age,according to Lane.
Ample trough space is a
must. With grain fed twice a
day, enough space is needed
so that all .heifers can eat at
the same time. Lane
recommends at least 1 linear
foot per head for small
heifers, increasing trough
space to 1'2 to 2 feet per head
as the heifers mature.
Grouping heifers according
to size will do a better job of
developing them than feeding
them in one pen, says the
specialist. He also suggests
Pooviding heifers shelter in a
been or shed during winter
and having a roof over the
feeder. A working area is
needed for treating, vaccinating and breeding.
Older heifers more than 15
months of. age need less
protein in the total ration,
about 10 percent, and will do
well if fed only high quality
hay and corn silage free.
choice,according to Lane.
The specialist recommends
breeding heifers artificially to
sires that will improve the
milk production potential of
the offspring.
"Breed to calve at 24
months of age, if the heifer is
large enough," says Lane.
"Size is more important than
_age."
Your target should be to
make large breed heifers
weigh 750-800 pounds and
small breeds 500-600 pounds
by the time they are 15 months
of age. Don't breed until these
weights are reached, Lane
advises, because you will get
disappointing results by
breeding undersized or poorly
developed heifers.
The specialist says that all
heifers should have access to
water,
trace
clean
mineralized salt, and a
supcalcium-phosphorus
plement with a ratio of 1.5 to 2
parts calcium to 1 part
phosphorus.

A major cost component is
the distillation column, which
is important in getting alcohol
of a high proof of 160 or more,
according. to the energy
specialist. He said that 160proof alcohol is 20 percent
water whiCh will cause an
engine to lose power and if
blended with gasoline will
cause separation of alcohol
from gasoline in the fuel tank.
You get a much more
satisfactory fuel- from 190
proof alcohol, according to
Turner, but this likely will
require multiple distillation
and the use of at least two
columns. Equipment costing
$10,000 to $25,000 is available
commercially to produce 190proof alcohol.
County Extension agents for
agriculture have a list of those
known to be designing.
manufacturing and-or
building small alcohol plants.
as well as alcohol manufacturing engineering firms.
enzyme and yeast suppliers
and alcohol producers and
distributors. Turner said that
he or the UK College of
Agriculture cannot certify the
performance of any of the
equipment available.

i

• Amoco. gear lubricants.
• Many other specialized products.
Give us a call. You'll like the way we
do business.

Belcher Oil CO.
Products Jobber

Coming To
Big K
The biggest & most
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.

Lift Your Spirits!
Powerful AM/FM
Stereo Receiver
STA-95 by Realistic"

Save
($140ii

9

2

Reg. 399.95

This handsome receiver has all the features,
performance and high styling you could ask for at
this price. 45 watts per channel, minimum RMS at
8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than
0.08% total harmonic distortion. Full taping facilities
let you record on three decks at once and copy from
one to the other two. Phased-locked loop for
superior FM stereo. 31-2082

.5

•

•„:

Gobs and Goblins of Value!
Complete Stereo Hi-Fi System!

$449

Reg. Separate
Items 629.80

• Realistic STA-95 AM/FM Receiver
• Two MC-1400 Bass Reflex Speaker Systems
with 8" Woofer Combined with a Tuned
Passive Port and a 4'4" Tweeter
• LAB-120 Belt-Drive Single-Play Turntable
with Dust Cover and Magnetic Cartridge
.1111111111111111111111111"

Bewitching Cassette Deck
with Dolby* Noise Reduction

a.

•

111113111 •

SCT-19 by Realistic

•

95

Dual Concentric
Recording
Level Controls
•TM Dolby Laboratories

Tape not included.

•

iwii1 II I

"
**l.

Dolby system extends dynamic range and lowers tape noise
for professional-sounding recordings Dual lighted VU %eters.
3-digit tape counter and end-of-tape auto-stop 14-606

VISA

11 U.U. U.ii °
IT TT IT TT TT (*)

Save,now,on lubricants
for Farm and Business.

• Amoco. 1000 fluid.
• Super Permalube. grease.

supply more information
about application procedures:
The address is P. 0. Box 574,
Frankfort,Ky.40601.

OILJND SALE
Realistic!

Cut Back Heat to Cook Meat

Get special volume discounts, right now,
on our complete line of Amoco. lubricants
to help keep your equipment running better,
longer. Save on.
• Famous Amoco motor oils.

Turner.
The Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms has an
office in Frankfort which can

Hi-Fi with Sound So Natural,So
Stereo Treats at Incredible Low Prices!

To establish an experimental distilled spirits
plant in the Central Region,
which includes Kentucky,
Turner said the applicant
must submit a letter in
triplicate to the Regional
Regulatory Administrator of
the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms. The
address is Room 6519 Federal
Office Building, 550 Main St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202.
The applicant must describe
the land and buildings which
will comprise the plant,
location of the plant and all

Juiciness in a pork roast or
chop, which also affects flavor
and palatability, is determined
to a large extent by the cooking time and temperature. A
high cooking temperature or
over-cooking results in greater
losses both in evaporation and
in drippings, thereby yielding
a less juicy and less flavorful
piece of pork. The National
Live Stock and Meat Board
recommends that pork roasts
The King Ranch in Texas be cooked at 325°F. to an in800,000 ternal temperature of 170°F.
encompasses
piecemeal acres.

AMOCO
lq11111111V

experimental purposes.
Turner said these include use
in farm vehicles moving from
one tract of the farm to
another or in vehicles
operated on public roads,
provided the alcohol is used in
a 50 percent mixture with
gasoline. •
If the application is approved, a distilled spirits bond
must be purchased in an
amount sufficient to cover the
federal excise tax on alcohol
produced in a 15-day period.
The bond must be filed and
notice of acceptance received
before alcohol may be
produced, according to

CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)

Devilishly Handy!
Rolling Audio Rack

Frequency Equalizer
Improves Any Stereo System!
By Realistic
individual Left and Right
'Channel Controls

95

Ten Glide-Path lt controls adjust your music
system's response to compensate for room
acoustics Cuts hiss, rumble and surface noise.
31-1987

3-Way
Adjustable
Shelves
Stack your components in this vertical audio rack
Use top for changer. middle shelf for receiver. 3rd
for tape deck, bottom for LPs 42-3021

THE NATIONWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND®

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Kyi

South Second St.
Murray, Ky.
153-0212

VIA

OlvtynN

,1F TANDY CORPORATiON

10-7 Mon.-Ft:i.
10-6 Sat. .
aosed Sun.

ii

Most 'terns
Al1sp_ova0a_bie 41_
Rad.o Shack

Deale,s
Look for th.s
Ir% YOu r
ne,ghbor hood

PRICES MAY VARY

Ai

Rath.
Thaek
OE ALFA

. )
iNDiv4DuAt STORES
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EVERY DAY IS SALE DRY

It. Gov. Stovall Is Honored As
'Outstanding Kentucky Woman'

1. LegaTilitice

of Deniiicratie can- the national level what we
Bs hF It BERT SP %BROW
should The only way we are
didates tor statekk
‘ssiii rated Press Writer
ooing to is through political
the head table
.it
guests
were
1**1-1sLII.T.E. Ky .AP + and
Jut."
co-spons,.ors
The
Thelma Stovall,
Mildred O'Neill, wife
illasters-of-cereltiolly tor the
Colorado
by
,I,cd
Speaker Tip O'Neill.
Democratic
House
were
salute
Patricia
esswoman
we as women feel
If
candidate
said.
tor
lieutenant
r.:•,ii-der as a folk heroine to
add
i.treilt accomplishment, we
Collins
I
Martha
e--1 of the nation\ has been
must participate. We have the
Phyllis Georg row it, wife of
oored as the "Outstanding
gubernatorial power of the ballot box and
Democratic
Li. k
should exorcise it."
candidate John Y. Brown Jr.
stii% all's honor was
Meanwhile. Brown's
sponsors
the
However,
ci It ii Sunday during a
campaign included a
to
weekend
front
a
denied it was
tolled as "Kentucky's
of Saturday night reception and
candidacy
the
promote
•
sclo!e to Women of the 80's."
Democratic candidates in the rally in Frankfort with West
featured several
rii!!
•
Jay
Gov.
,
Virginia
Nov.6 general election.
including U.S.
Rockefeller.
John
a
basimilly
not
is
"This
Tay lor
Azie
;I ca surer
And Rockefeller plegged to
Y. Brown rally ." said Donna
'2 ':1
kk ho told some 1,500
with Brown in the
the
work
of
chairman
Moloney.
ititeNdIng that women
of the coal indevelopment
salute.
are a force to be reckoned with
dustry in both states, if Brown
redid take part in the
Brow
ti,c Nies
Mrs. is elected.
presenting
rally,
1!, 1980 it will be the
- Liiirwrzition between West
award
Stovall's
rc..oionsilolity of all of us
and Kentucky cannot
clear
roma
steered
V
The speeches
(i.,kk Cl In \k“men to get off that
overestimated,"
be
of political references other
Rockefeller said.
than encouragine women to
vote and become more
politically active, and there
were no overt plugs to vote for
the Democratic slate.
Mrs. Brown said she hoped
7 Negative
oss
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
salute would be the
the
8 Geraint's wife
Affirmative
WENT S Or
beginning of yearly seminars
9 Sailor
B. cmeseit
10 Exist
E MIR
for wonien at which they could
An exhibition of 51 selected
11 Weight of
TINE
discuss various issues _with -7A-itierican --draseings touring
India
!3 Nob
A
S T E
national leaders.
16 Fall behind
the. United States under the
14 Minera•
00
"It is important for you as auspices of the Smithsonian
18 Imbecile
kind of
AP
20 Tiger. e.g.
women to recognize your Institution will be on display
hammer
AG A
22 Look fixedly
'7 L.mber
Mrs. Ferraro told at Murray State University'
potential."
OC A
23 More crip19 Fish sauce
She said that Oct. 30-Nov. 18.
group.
the
pled
:1 Perform
of many
.presence
the
despite
BOA
24 Above
Ti be shown in the Clara M.
0
:2 Bullet
organizations.
rights
women's
26 Asserts
55 Male sheep
A
O G
Gallery of the Price
Eagle
28 King of
Furl
••We have not accomplished in Doyle Fine Arts Center, the
A T
Bashan
31 Hit lightly
REED
exhibition includes both highly
29 Enticed
" 32 Register
30 Inclines
representational , drawings
54 Part 01 .to
32 Man s nick- 41 Roman gods 51 Sick
De
, abstract work.. It is
and
deer
44 Paid notices 52 Female
name
:5 Crony
as a traveling
schAluled
54 Employ '
33 Ships diary 46 Strap
36 Electrified
exhibition:
Smithsonian
55 Dine
35 Kindof code 48 The caarria
rece,vparticle
not
nave
Subscribers who
56 As written
1981.
through
39 Greek letter 49 Nahoor
`7 Sun god
ed their home-delivered copy of
Mus
sheep
40 Comparative
The show originated at the
'38 Repulsing
The Murray Ledger & Times by
59 Preposition
50 Lubricate
. ending
41 Lair
Va., Community
Portsmouth,
530 p m Monday-Friday or by
• 11
42 Ireland
6
g
all 7
5
4
2 3
i
Arts Center where 950 entries
to
urged
are
Still
Saturdays
330 p m
43
were juned by William Kloss,
14
44 Helps
12
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
13UUUU
UU
Ann Percy and Josephine
Hebrew
' 45
Frithrough
Monday
p.m.,
and 6
16
15
month
17.1...
Withers. The jurors chose a
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
47 Electric catbroad range of styles and
21
Saturdays.
fish
directions that American
49 Dirtied
ill 28 79 30
A circulation department
11.1a
22 23 24
artists are working in today.
53 Editions
these
during
duty
on
is
employee
33
31
Eagle Gallery is open from
57 Nothing
of
32UUU
time periods to insure delivery
58 aving birds
7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday
32
34
be
must
Calls
newspaper
your
60 Posed
fill
II
through Friday, from 10 a.m.
41
61 Everyone
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4 to 4
38
p.m. on Saturdays, and
62 Taut
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
43
from Ito 4 p.m. on Sundays.
63 Greek letter
delivery
illUIU
DOVVN
All exhibits are open to the
45 46
The regular business office hours
'Sweet potato
public at no admission charge.
48
are
Times
high
2 Guido's
of The Murray ledger &
54 55 5.5
49
11
51
note
53II
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
59
ocher
lial
72: ,ekow
57
Friday and 8 a.m. to noon, SaturRobert Briowning marneel
..UU
4 Adam's sor
Barrett in 1846
days
Elizabeth
61
5 To the side
power and get this country
moving forward." Mrs.
Morlou said,
Other speakers at the rally,
by the state
financed
Democratic Party. included
Schroeder.
M rs
Geraldine
Congresswoman
Ferraro of New York, Dorothy
Height, president of tho
National Council of Negro
Women and basketball star
Ann Meyers.
Those attending also heard
taped messages from First
Lady Bosalynn Carter. and
entertainers Sally Struthers,
Carol Burnett and Mario
Thomas.
The event had all the
trappings of a political rally.
banners
including
proclaiming the home county
of various groups, and the

wiVes

or

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Exhibition Of 51
Drawings To Be On
Display At MSU

MISS YOUR PAPER?

illUI2O

•

UUUU

•

UUUU111

aUUI

.
a

lUU

ill'

6 Conjunction

PEANUTS
I VE BEEN GOING OVER
.DUR STATISTICS FOR THIS
FAST 3A5EBALL SEASON

al

LfOUR FIELDIN6 WASN'T
VERL( GOOD, LUCY

t?OU DIDN'T CATCH
ONE BALL NRING THE
ENTiRE SEASON

ANCY

Now!
FEEL
LBETTER

I'm SO

MAD AT
SLLJGGO,
I CAN'T
E AT

CRACK

BEETLE BAILEY
C-7 IT SHORT
(
I'VE SEEN
50 I CAN RRACTICE
YOU PLAY,
MY PUTTING,
CHAPLAIN
BEETLE

BLON

WHAT YOU REALLY
NEEL,15 PRACTICE
GETTING OUT OF
DEEP ROUGH

I WONDER IF HE
WAS JUST. TRYING
TO GET OUT
OF A LITTLE
WORK?

f3E GiviNG
THESE oDuRTE
_cA,2051t1rOuR,
REGULAR
CUSTOMERS

Li KE

10 THE CLASSIFIEDS!

2. Notice

As of this date. October 23
1979 1 Charles Marty Duncan.
will not be responsible for any
debts other than that of my
own
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by P.L. Lassiter
and H R Clark, Co-Executors.
of the estate of L.V. Clark,
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed by
November 7 1979, the date of
hearing
Frances W Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary
appointments have been made
in the Calloway District Court
All claims against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within Si', months of
date of qualification.
Luna Louisa Cherry. Rt.6. Box
318. Murray. KY. deceased.
Cleo Cherry Grogan, Rt 6. Box
3:8. Murray, KY, Executrix
Ruth A. Watson, Rt.l. Farmington KY 42040. deceased,
Max Hughes. Rt 1. Box 206 A.
Farmington. KY 42040. CoExecutoc. Joe Pat Hughes, fit.3,
Box 381. Murray, - KY. CmExecutor
Elizabeth Wells Shephard.
1309 Poplar Murray, KY,
deceased. Herbert Pratt
Shephard. 1309 Poplar, Murray KY. Executor
Adele M. Johnson. Rt 1. Box
19 Kirksey. 42054. deceased,
C Ray Johnson. Rt. 1. Box 19.
Kirksey 42054. Executor
Ernest Lander Hopper being
the same as Ernest Joe Hopper,
Rt 4 Murray. KY. deceised.
May Hopper. Rt.4. Murray. KY.
Executrix
Frances Seiton, 709 West Main
St . Murray, KY, deceased Jane
Sexton Atkins. P 0 Box 57.
McKenzie. TN 38201
Frances W. Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk
2TNOtICe

. Wareham
Stange
"Pace
For Reit
kiwi for storing house full of
furniture. (Ors
antiques,
business overflows.
etc.
Phone 753-7618 otter 5.00
P•nl.

CAPTAIN cO6U,
THE PRESIDENT'S

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main, 753-8298
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
listed her. is a ready
referenc• that will quickly
you locat• th•
h•lp
classification you are looking for.
I. Legal Notic•
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
/1. instructions
12. Insuranc•
/3. For Sale or Trod•
14. Want To Iluy
15. Articles For Sol•
16. Horne Furnishings
I 7. Vacuum Cleaners
_18. Sewing Machines
19. Form Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
21. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV•Radio
27. Mobil* Horne Soles
28. Mob. Home Rents
79. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34, Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Loose
37. Livestock -Supplier
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry -Supplies
40 Produc•
41 . Public Sale
42, Horne loans
43. Real Estate
44. lots For Sal•
45. Forms For S41141
46. Homes For Sal*
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto, Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. floats and Motors
33. Services Offered
$4. for Trod.
55. Feed And Seed
36. Free Column
SI. Wanted

0

L

-ALso-

Stereo Console

AM/FM with 8 track
$300.00
I 753-6531 ask for

I

Office Space For I
Rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00

Country Way Cafe open 6 am
til 8 pm Country ham for
breakfast Try or Kentucky
Lake Fiddler every day. $2 50
NOTICE

Spoke &
Pedal
will be closed through
Nov. 4. 1979 for
vacation
Free Store 759-4600
_
Hebrews 10 26 For if we sin
wilfully after that we hare
received the knowledge of the
truth. there rematneth no more
sacrifice for stns.. Sabbath
worship service. Saturdays 5
pm til 6 pm Bible study. 6 til
7 and 7 hi 8 evenings. Study by
phone anytime Free Store for
the needy All donations appreciated Anyone having need
Or would like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Free
Store. 759-4600

REPLACED
f3Y AIR FORCE
CROT TA
Afftrft- cir
RA m05.-

Ed Thomason
wishes to thank all his
i customers from his
sanitation service. He
will open his new
business, BAIT Body
Shop on Hwy. 280 i Pottertown Road ) and in- E
= vites all his customers
3 to call him at 436-2658
for service.

a

6

M13.' An

Equal Opportunity

Financial Analyst
Liason
between accounting and data
processing department Computer science or accounting
degree preferred Programing
experience a plus. Excellent
potential Send resume to
Ebonite Bowling. P 0 Box 746
Hopkinsville. KY 42240
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing stuffing
enevelopes Free details Reply
Titan,
Box
944851N.
Schaumberg IL 60194
Immediate placement Will
hire three Need motivated 17
24 year old .males toy Nuclear
training. Must be high school
grad Have above average ability in math. algebra $121
weekly. Room board. medical.
Two years paid training Call
Navy 502-753 6.439 or call toll
free 1-800-841-8000
1203 Parents, teachers community workers extra money
for Christmas Immediate full
and part time sales positions
available in Murray Call after
5 30 pm. 753-4161

HELP:
WANTED
Now taking applications for full or part
time Waitress. Experience preferred but
not necessary.

JERRY'S
RFSTAURANT

BUT NO WORD
OF THIS, IT WOULD
CAUSE PANIC.

Reduce sate and fast with GoBese tablets and E-Vap
water pills' Holland Drug
109 S 4th
What we do best is care
7536 -?,?

NOTICE:
Folks, Buy Your
Stereo's from someone
who will service them,
AFTER THE SALE.
Shop and Compare.

WORLD OF
SOUND
Fermerly TV Service Ctr
222 Ss. iris,
(he the row)

3. Card of Thanks
To you who were so thoughtful
due to the death of my wife
Estelle Garner, I shall always
be grateful To Bro Calvin
Wilkins for your consoling
words, to the singers for your
message in song to the Max
Churchill Funeral Home. the
pallbearers and to all who sent
flowers and food. I extend by
thanks. May God bless you
Numan Garner

5. Lost and Found
Lost' Brittany Spaniel puppy
white with brown splotches
Wearing leather collar with no
tags 6 months old, goes by the
name Fumbles $25 Reward'
767-0667
Lost black Cocker Spaniel in
Panorama Shores Please call
436-2860 after 4 pm
Addressers wanted immediately' Work at home no experience necessary excellent
pay Write American Service
8350 Park Lane. Suite 127
Dallas, TX 75231

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Rehabilitation of property in the Community
Development Program in the City of Murray, Kentucky, will be taking bids and proposals in the near

future.

An

Equal

Opportunity

Employer

Part time work- maintenance
and cleaning some out of
town Call for appointment
753-3802 after -6 pm ask for
Donna
$-356 weekly guaranteed work
2 hours daily at home Write for
free brochure: DLJ PO Box
K Greensboro KY 42743

stwAnn_noi urosiouguitimmaissemia.
i

MISSING

PUT A LIST
'
CROT TA AND RAMOs
CLOSEST PRtE-NDS
IN MY SAFE .
OVER .

Mail resume or information to:
P.O. Biz 747
Murray, Ky. 42971

Mr.

6. Help Wanted

For
1001
flings

PIL‘a, 5AID TO
Flit ILL . WE
HAVEN'T FOUND
HIM , SIR

Experienced &
hiunexpertenced

South 120 St

Special Christmas portraits - Call now!

9

CAN'T FIND HIM
HAVE YOU TRIED
HOSPITALS,.H15 HOME
...BARRACKS?

CONSTRUCTION
NELP WAITE.

For Sale

misseessimiiimuissuMisitnNuintsseie

' SEAT IF YOU GOT
WASHRO',;

COL. 1449R08U
C.0. JUNGLE
PATROL.

Lock sets polished brass or antique brass, key in knob sets
$7 99. passage $3 99 Wallin
Hardware Paris

Unployer

Need babysitter from 8 am til
430 pm, five days per week.
for one year old child. Call 7531238.

PHANTOM

15Micles Far Sale

6. Help Wanted

work
Any contractor interested in this typeof
should call the Community Development office so
con-.
that your name can be placed on the active
tractor list.
in
The Community Development office is located
Our
Floor.
Second
on
the
Building
Hall
City
telephone nurnber is 759-1224.

Do you need a babysitter' Da
or night in my home 492
8911
_
Responsible lady would like to
babysit in her home within
walking distance of University
References 753-4188

Party leavini area soon. Most
sell' Cherry tour poster bed.
velvet lazy boy .chairs, early
American wing chair, plus
lamps. tables dishes pictures.
dried flowers, etc All mechandise like new and priced to
sell Call 753-6319
Rampar R•10 BMX bicycle with
lots of extras. Kassmar Squire
Bingham 22 calaber LR 15
shot clip with or without scope
Bear white tail hunter bow and
quiver arrows and extras. Archer base station antenna, 100
feet coax cable 50 ft
telescopic pole Also 12 volt
regulator power supply Call
492-8586

16. Home Furnishings
Nice clean feather beds for
sale Call 492-8637 after 6 pm
Stainless steel sinks, double
compartment 4 hole. self rimming $29 99. $39 99, and
- $4999 - Wallin_ Rardware.
Paris

11 Farm Equipment
Chief 5000 plus bushel drying
capacity grain bin, complete
with aeration fan unloading
Klean
auger and motoer
Sweep auger and motor Only
$305011 A & I Ford Supply.'
Paris
12 Ft. trailer utility, has steel
sides, oval axles Call 753.8500
Farm fans, grain dryers. sales
and service A & I Ford Supply.
Inc Highway 54. west of Paris
i:901i 642-8544
Remington chain saw 16 inch
blade. good shape $150 Call .
753-2665
Tractor batteries 6 or 12 volt.
3EH or 30H, 2 year guarantee.
your choice. $49 99 Exchange
Wallin
_ Hardware. Paris _
Wheelbarrows. $19 99. $29 99.
$39 99. $59 99 Wallin Hardware Paris

22. Misicaf

For sale Gibson Lespaul deluxe
guitar Also small Univox
amplifier Call Scott 753-3803.

New shipment of pianos and
organs Buy now and save'
Claytons I & B Music, 1531575
Spinet piano, used, like new.
Used console and grand pianos
Practice pianos and organs
Lonardo Piano Co across from
the Post Office in Pans, TN

2-3.-Exterminating

lElnstructions
Medical laboratory technicid,
class starts December 1Ii
1979 Enrollment limited Apply now Call (615., 526 3660 or
write Cumberland School of
Medical Technology 321 N
Washington. Cookeville TN
38501
Photography 6 week course.
Tuesday or Wednesday evening
starting November 13 and 14
$25 Call 753-0759

- Sale or Trade 1-1.Tor
For sale or trade 1964 GMC
yellow, wan, no rust, good
motor See at Stella Trailer
Court Stella, KY, after 6 pm or
weekends

1!fTóBiy
Wanted to buy standing
timber, top prices paid 489
2334

1-5:lirticleifor-SaTe
For sale oil stove and approx
imately 100 gallon tank 4300
new Chicago . clinker brick,
reasonable 753-7102

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control
P•••••ii I,'d

24. isPliieffineous
All fuel chimneys, triple wall
pipe 6"x30' $18 99. 8'x30'.
$29 99 Installation kit 6"
$27 99 8- $41 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Aluminum extension ladders
14 $2888. 16, $3188. 20'.
$45 99. 28'. $70 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Bath tubs. 5 ft steel white
$64 99. Colors $69 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Chain saw chains three-eighths
inch pitch for the following bar
sizes 16", $10 25. 20".
$11 99. 24-, $14.99 Wallin
Hardware. Paris._
Free
standing
electric
fireplace will heat large room,
$100 Call 753-9235 after 4
Pm

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
For Employment in Mayfield, Ky.
Formal electronic training preferred, however o
the job cablevision experience will be considered.
Good salary, plus excellent fringe benefits which include group hospital, life and dental insurance
liberal vacation and paid holidays.
AWN fell eimpleyment end edecetiestel resume I. P. 0. lei 32T
Vreirrery, By. 42071.

HELP
WANTED
A job opening for County Supervisor, 2 positions,
one in Marshall County and one in Calloway County,
with carpenters and home repair experience, and
with supervisory capacities. Job is _temporary 90
days minimum. Please send resume to Mr. Leonard
Davidson, Weatherilation Director, West Kentucky
Allied Services, Inc., P. 0. Box 736, Mayfield, KY
40266. The closing date for applications is November
8, 1979.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

ir ansets
Ilin

24. Miscellaneous
For sale Quality seconds
fiberglass at discount prices for
greenhouses, mobile home skirting, garages. carports. utility

Must
bed,
early
plus
tures,
ichaned to

ft

drying
iplete
iading
Klean
Only

steel
753,

sales
upply,
Paris

inch
Call
_
volt
antee
iange

!999,
Hard-

Stack 3 Mosbey s CB antenna.
can talk to Canada and Mexico.
New $150, now $75. 4928834
Wanted Responsible person to
take up paynieni lin 19" color
tv., warranted. Also a used 25"
color t.v. Claytons-1 & B Music.
open til 6 pm. 753-7575.

adders
20
Wallin

Electric heaters, 4000 watt. 4
stack. $35 99 Wallin Hardware. Paris
Wood heater, automatic,
deluxe cabinet, brick lined,
cat iron grates and Aoors 24fire box, $199.99 Two speed
automatic blower, $49.99.
'
Wallin Hardware Paris.

30. Business Rental
Office space for rent, excellent
with frontage
location
downtown Main Street Call
759-1429
One large and one small

Available November 1. Call
759-4538 after 12 noon.

.34. Houses For Rent
Two bedroom house In Murray.
Deposit required: Call 7537318 or 153-5455 after 5 pm.

35. Farms For Rent
Farm house, beautiful setting
With spring in yard, near city
limits, firewood available,
garden spot. Couples only.
References. $200 per month.
753-8096.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 WIWI Stopet

NEW OFFICE HOURS.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Pries of
1 HAIRCUT $1.25
Nreplisl I Own.ones*ow c

713.311IS

Closed All Day Wed
Saturday 7:30 tit :00
PRICE SHAVE 75'
My

whom. Mow,Pylolk

lectric
room,
ifter 4

,

Dial-A-Service

_••

oil .

Modern Energy
Methods

753-7505 or 753-8277

Will be delivered to County Farm Bureau Office Week of Dec. 10 or Dec. 17

•

Please enter our order for:
PRICE AMOUNT
NO. ITEM
at $9.00
Bx. Navel Oranges,4/5 Bu
at $7.25
Bx. Pink Seedless Grapefruit,4/5 Bu
at 0.00
Bx Orlando Tangelos,4/5 Bu
$24.50
at
....
Cans
Orange
Juice,
24
12-0z.
_Case sliiDensity Frozen
_Case *HiDensity Frozen Grapefruit Juice, 24 12-0z. Cans . at $17.50
at- $9.75
_Case'Lemonade Concentrate, 24 moz.Cans
at $110.00
_Case Pecans,24 one-pound Bags
40.
at $211.00
_Case Southern Fried Peanuts(6 Cans per Case)
at $37.00
_Case Southern Fried Peanuts(24 Cans per Case)
_Case Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts(24 Cans per Case) at $40.00
TOTAL:

Street AddresS
,

Signed

'filey be Meted rift 5 ems of outer.

a

Town

53. Services Offered

free Mobile Home anchors
1917 Chevy pickup. 58,000 Carpet .cleaning,
estimates. satisfied refereAces. Aluntriup2_ dal fiberglass
miles.
..real
'Ad./nick.
1971
Mini
Harley Davidson Sprint. needs Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- underpinning white, beige
Warehouse
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning, and brown Roofs sealed Also
.
work. 436-5549.
753-5827.
patio pollute. open or screenStorage Space
1975 Chevrolet Custom ID
ed
in. with or without windows
For Rent
pickup with utility bed. ex-. Carpet and vinyl installed. Work
Also carports, single and dou753-4758
cellent condition. Call 753- guarenteed. 7 years-experience
in this area. Call Bob Mills at ble sizes_ Jack -Glover, 7537733 after 6 pm.
1873 after 6 pm.
489-2480.
1973 Chevrolet El Camino,
37. Livestock-Supplies
Need
yard raked? Leaves bagg25,000 miles, automatic, Concrete and block work. Block
ed?
Call
753-6932
32 pigs. Call 753-9681.
basements,
driveways.
power and air, local.one owner, garages,
Plumbing
or electrical repair
walks,
patios,
steps,
free
Call
753-2665.
18 cows. Swiss, Holstein, and
power
steering.
1979 Camera,
on well pumps, water heaters.
Jersey. 8 heifers. Call 885AM-FM stereo, tilt, power, air. 1955 Dodge. Motor in good estimates. 753-5476.
5850. Hopkinsville
low miles, $5995. 767-0667 condition, body fair condition. Chimneys and stoves cleaned. ranges. Also dishwashers inafter 6 pm.
Be ready for winter. Call Magic stalled. James Burkeen, 474435-4277_
31-Pets-Supplies
2257
1975 Chevrolet 'Nova, 2-Clow, 1973 Ford Explorer "pickup, Hat 759-4878.
14,
All breed groomings and boar41,000 miles. V8 with air, ex- automatic with air, $1450.4lso Do You need stumps removed
ding. We also board:cats. AKC
Built up roofingcellent condition. Call 753- a 1974 Cougar, $950. Call 1- from your yard or find cleared
Pug and AKC Mina. Schnauzers This is strictly between us Cubans
Commercial, in-"V"7404usually available. Phone Hid354-6217.
of stumps? We can remove
Igor,
Boris,
right
Ivan,
right
right
dustrial,
and
den Valley -Kennel. 435-4481
1957 Chevrolet 4-door, 210, 6 1965 -F-ord, six cylinder, good stumps up to 24' below, the
sawdust
only
residential,
With
leaving
ground,
or 753-7756.
straight
shift,
excylinder,
condition. 759-1894.
43. Real Estate
and chips. Call for free
cellent tires, good motor. Call
25 years in roofiog
AKC German Shepherd pup: 43. Real Estate
1973 International Travel all, estimate, Steve Shaw 753153-6429 after 5 pm.
pies, solid black and solid Executive home. 5 bedrooms. 3
industry.
Spec's
model 1010. 8 cylinder, air
Bob Kemp 435-4343.
white. Call 502-554-2153, baths, family room. Extras
1917 Datsu n 200 SX. conditioned, radio, heater, fair- 9490 or
written
and
Paducah, KY
automatic, AM-FM. Call 437- ly good condition, clean. Anx- For your chain link fencing
galore in this energy saving
estimates
made
needs, contact Montgomery
4383 or 437-4292
AKC registered Cocker Spaniel home.---Beaubiul- waded lot
ious to sell 51600 _Ca11153.
- 753----at no- extra cost-.-GOOD INVESTMENT
-Free- eM
iii llllllminimllllll l
-Want
puppies, 8 weeks -Old, $75 Heat pump, automatic roof
753-8050.
6500 or
Call Roof Con1966.
energy
1979
insulation,
Mei
RI-7
and
children
fans.
super
Enjoy
each Only twcr left! Call 7531976 Jeep C1-5, Coll 753-561-1.
efficient water heater
have a good income
structors & ConSilver with black in0662
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
fireplace with heat-a-lator
with this licensed for
terior, 5 speed,' 1972 Two-ton Chevrolet truck, Sears 753-2310 for free sultants, Inc.
Great Dane puppies, black, thermopane windows, metal
capacity children
427 motor, 5-speed. 2-speed estimates for your needs.
26
AM/FM stereo. 7,000
old.
Also
(502) 247-6248,
AKC, 8 .weeks
clad thermo doors, beautiful
state day care cenby
axle, good tires, air, brakes,
miles. Sharp. Call afalterations, Steve
Labrador Retriever, female. 6 kitchen cabinets, electric
Klapp
located on Covey
ft. grain For your home
power
steering,
16
ter
ter 6 p.m. 753-1613.
remodeling, also
months old Paradise Kennels, garage door opener. ShroatDrive. Plus 4-mobile
bed. 23,000 lb. rear axle, 9000 repair, and
formerly
of
Klapp
iiiiti.uitiu,iiiinunj,uiuppn,iiiiiij
commercial.
753-4106.
Waldrop Real Estate 7nlb tcont axle. new 22 -ton dou- new homes and
home hookups. Don't
Roofing.
1971 Ford LTD, 351 engine, 2 ble cylinder hoist. Call 753- call 75.3-6123.
14 year old. female, German 1701
miss this Opportunity.
barrell, $475. Call 753-9710.
For your carpentry work, conShepherd. spayed, excellent
6626 or 753-5198.
and, money, call us
crete, roofing. remodeling, call Save time
watchdog, needs good country
For sale: 1978 Grand Prix, 51. Campers
•
Millstone Development
•
first,
489-2398.
home..Call 759-1991.
12,000 miles, excellent condiCorp. We move the earth for
Complete winterizing and
.tion. Call 753-2565.
Sears, Sears con- your excovating needs. Septic
repair on all brands. • Winter Guttering by
Pair of AKC registered large
1977 Grand Prix Li, AM-FM storage available. Hitches, tinous gutters installed per tanks, ponds, and lakes.
Airedale Terriers. Great with
WILSON
60-40 power seat, parts, and accessories. White's your specifications. Call. Sears Backhoe dozer and pan work.
stereotatie,
children, perfect.for a farm
INSURANCE
Gravel and fill dirt hauled. Call
electric windows, locks and Camper Sales, Highway 94 753-2310 for free estimates.
Phone 753-7508 after 5 pm.•
REk ESTATE
trunk, air shocks, new. radial East, Murray, KY. 753-0605!
welding 492-8258.
portable
Herndon's
Registered American Eskimo
753-3263 UMW
Commercial
tires, $41.50. Business, 753service, Route 6, Box 154, Mur- Tractor work: breaking, disking,
puppies, 492-8615.
- Overhead camper for long ray, Kentucky. 753-9507.
4103. home 759-1274.
Property
• 39211.12115i.
- bushhogging, blade work. Call
wheel
bate
truck,
in
good
con40. Produce
4000 Square feet in753-7400 from 8 til 5, after 5,
1978 LT Camaro. Take over dition. $600. Call 492-8515,
white
rockdriveways
your
Have
sulated metal building
Real estate for sale. Approx- payments. call 753-4037„after
•
For sale: Pumpkins for Hallobefore bad weather. 'Free 753-2632.
ed
imately 30 aues.imostly open 5 pm. .
on 142 acres located on
ween: also for freezing, pie
1973 VW Campmobile,
estimates. Clifford Garrison, Wet basement? We make wet
land. Near Aurora. New fences,
busy highway 4 miles
making, and canning. Pete
753-5429 after 4 pm.
pop-up top, sink,
basements dry, work complete/
1
2 mile of road frontage, 3 1978 Monte Carlo Landau,
from Murray. Priced
Henson, old Murray and Paris
refrigerator,
water
air,
ly guarenteed. Call or write
and
brakes,
power
steering
Sears,
in
by
Insulation
blown
Iron
Kentucky
Lake.
minutes
replacement
below
road.
tank, sleeps three
AM-FM, CB radio, low mileage,
save on these high heating and Morgan Construction Co.,
527-1315 or 414-8854.
.60's. Phone
cost excellent condition, one owner.
adults. Excellent gas
43. Real Estate
bills. Call Sears, 153- Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
cooling
Kopperud Realty, 753KY 42001, or call day or night,
642-5027 mornings.
mileage. Call 492-8430.
close
luxury
home
new
free estimates.
Want
a
2310,
for
Bit 0' the country? What are
1222 for full-time real
1-442-7026.
and
oentral
heat
with
town
to
41,000
1976 Malibu Classic.'
your needs? 81 acres? 35
Licensed electrician. Prompt,
estate service.
air and Welty of outside miles, excellent condition. Topper for short bed pickup, efficient service, reasonable Will do hauling of any kind, city
acres? 23 acres? Farms just
30x40
3
like new, $125 436-5414.
storage? Also a new
759-1894.
listed have acreage tendable:
rates. Call Ernest White, 753- or county. Call 492-8704.
some with timber: beautiful Make a list of all the things you bay shop building with a new 5 1979 Mazda GLC. White. 4- 52. Boats and Motors
0605.
Will haul driveway white rock
building sites. Here's a chance are looking for in a new home - hp air compressor, wood stove, speed, 3900 miles, radio,
and
Ag lime, also have any type
inboat:
1979
Electrician
and
ga.s,
Bass
Procraft
1700,
Licinsed
acres
to move out and have a little then. Check this practical 3 and half bats All on 2.3
heater, air, excellent condition. 40 hp Mercury motor. Com- stallation, heating. installation of brown or white Pea gravel.
see
$35,000.
To
Only
bedroom.
We
think
it
land.
will
have
of
land! Call John or Judy at 753Call Roger Hudson. 753-6763
Must sell. $4850. Call 753- pletely rigged. 753-8992:after and repairs. Call 753-7203.
1492 for more information. Of- it all. Located just minutes call James Green at Spann 8600 after 4 pm.
7534545.
or
pm.
5
fered by Century 21--toretta 'from town an an acre plus lot. Realty Associates, 753-7724.
Will
haul driveway gravel, dirt,
36,000
miles,
Mustang,
Exceptionally
well
built,
1975
CARTER
STUDIO
Jobs Realtors.
'sand. Also do backhoe and
one owner, power steering and
decorated lust recently, well inWEDDINGS &
-loader work. Phone 753-4545
brakes, air conditioned,
sulated. Seeing is believing.
or 753-6763.
Purdom & Thurman - Call for your tour with Brenda
automatic, 6 cylinder, $2,750.
PORTRAITS
•
1608 Catalina, 759-1620.
Insurance & Real Estate at 753-1492...Offered by CenWill clean home or office. 759753-8298
tury 21 Loretta lobs Realtors.
1978 Pinto, power steering,
4808_
Boyd• Majors
Murray, Kentucky
Peaceful Serenity...can be
brakes, air, sun roof, -tape
Real Estate
"had" in this sheltered rustic 4
strap, tape deck, 12,000 miles. For sale: 26 ft. Chris-Craft
753-4451
Spring House Cleaning
105 N. 12th
Call 436-2573.
MisolomMilINM bedroom home surrounded by
cruiser, good condition, Paris
Special
towering pines and lots of
1965 T-Bird, good engine, Landing Marina, $3500. (901) Walls, windows,floors and carpets. Free estimates.
Great location! 204 South 9th other trees. All this on an extra
transmission and interior., 784-6490.
THE WORKS!!
St. Convenient to hospital, doc- large lot...conveniently located
Insured and experienced. Call day or night:
Rough.body. 1968 T-Bird, runs 53. Services Offered A growing Business! A
tors. town, shopping and chur- to all the things you needto be
759-1176
good. 1957 Cadillac Coupe
Home, on 10 acres
ches. Living room. kitchen. 2 close to. You can see today by
Deville, all power, interior and ALL TYPES home remodeling
bedrooms, and bath Roof is calling 753-1492...Offered by
within 7 miles of Murbody like new, very low miles, and maintenance. References.
one year old. Neat older home. Century 21 Loretta Jobs
ray. Owner financing.
work. Free
car is ready for show, Guarenteed
this
Listed at 532,000. Shroat- Realtors.
Call Boyd-Majors for
TOWN & COUNTRY YAMAHA
estimates.
Call
753-8948.
drive
work,
can
needs
no
Waldrop Real Estate, 159more information TOthree Byers Brothers & Son-General
All
anywhere.
1701.
LIST OF
DAY.
automobiles. $5250. Cadillac home remodeling, framing,
possiblities
for
this
2
Great
CHRISTMAS SERVICES
alone worth more. Butch aluminum siding, gutters, and
NEW HOME
acre tract with over 400 feet of
Nelms, Wingo, 376-5237, 8 am. roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 11) Layaway Program for motorcycles and acroad frontage on highway 280.
3 BR., 2 bath, den, livtil 10 am or after 7 pm.
362-4895.
cessories.
directly across from the proposing room, heat pump
2)Gift Certificates.
1917 228 Camaro, white with Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
ed Murray State golf course. Be
and central air,
3) Master-Charge and Visa accepted.
brown trim, tilt, AM-FM 8 track rates. Prompt and efficient ser-the first to take advantage of
fireplace, located at
4) Convenient Shopping Hours,9 a.m. tel 6 p.m.
tape. 435-4313.
vice. Custom Carpet Care, 489this excellent buy. Call Helen
815 Bagwell close to
Mon.thru Sat.
2774.
at Spann • Realty Associates.
shopping center. Price
Trucks
50.
Used
5 i Complete Auto Mini Cycle line for ages 3 to 14.
753-7724.
Carpentry service. Whatever,
reduced to $55,500.
1978 Ford truck, 33,000 miles, your needs, old or new, quality
753-8078
$2900. 753-5031.
work. Call 753-0565.
75340110
Call
EN
&alley Auction &
Quality plus in this fine home
Realty Sales
in
Cantebury. 4 bedrooms, 2 44. Lots For Sale
COI OUSIII7 A.M117
baths; living room, family room
with fireplace, and seperate Large wooded lots, city water, 4:
4T', 1
rec room. Marble baths, Lee miles East 94. restricted area,
• Iv h
and Monicello carpets, natural Oakwood subdivision. 753(Clip This Ad From The Paper
wood paneling, central inter- 5593.
com and vacuum, systems, 10 acre restricted building site.
And Save For A Handy Reference)
0.
smoke and fire detrktors. Too Partially wooded. $1250 per
W
many features to mention. acre. Phone 436-5574.
Service
New
Insulation
A
11
410`
Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate,
45:firms For Sale
li
•
•
759-1707.
e
•
75 acre farm with 3 bedroom
/
2 story home can be brick, full size basement, 55
This 11
bought for $14,500. Four large tendable acres on Wades Creek,
rooms with bath, located pole Pain Located northern
Police
Fire
southeast of city, has recently Calloway county. Call 437-4439
753-1621
been re-roofed and painted. or after 6 pm. 753-6404.
753-1441
Nice shady lot with garden
For
Kiiiiines
Sale
spot. Owner leaving town. Call
James Green at Spann Realty For sale by owner: 3 bedroom
Associates, 753-7724. •
brick 'house kitchen with lots

ORDER FORM

Name
Telephone No

53.-Sennces Offered

50. Used Trucks

1912- Buick Centurian,
automatic, power _ and air,
40.000 miles. Local one owner
Car. 153-2665.
1969 Buick LeSabre good work
car, good gas mileage. $375.
Call 753-1887.
1918 Carnet°, power and air,
red with black interior, good
issoo.
mileage. $4750. Call 753-

ANNUAL FARM BUREAU
FLORIDA CITRUS
FRUIT PROGRAM

Wallin

er

29. Heating-Cooling

r•-• mall furriiner.:, aparrnm,,nr
Married couple only. Call 753CARROLL TIRE
= 5010
SERVICE
.< 'II Rooms for -Rent
Your car And
For rent: furnished room. Kitlight Trim k
chen and laundry facilities furire 1), r
1103 Pogut
5 nished. One block from MSU.
o $50 per .month. Boys only.
7,3-14Y4

•

y,
nd
90
rd
ky

Mobile home for rent, available
first of month. 2 bedroom, all
electric, water furnished
Highway 121 South, 14 miles
from city limits No pets 7535405 after 6 pm

753-8175.

26. TV-Radio

IS,

28. Mob. Home Rents

MICHELIN MICHELIN

MICHELIN MICHELIN

ighths
ng bar

furnished with good house furniture, washer and dryer Will
sell unfurnished or partially.
Call 767-4023 after 4:30 pm
Will negotiate, leaving town
1971, 12 x 65- Three-bedroom;
14 bath. partially furnished
Nice and clean. Call 436-2446.

D's Shirts N Things, Aurora. building for rent Near campus
474-8890. Sweatshirts with Call 753-2967
racing stripes in navy, gray or 32. Apts. For Rent
green with contrasting stripes.
Letters to match stripes.
Apartment for
perfect gift for entire family or
rent. 2 or 3 girls or
to advertise club or business
Also popular baseball shirts in
a couple. Semired, blue, orange. or black
furnished. Call
trim. Many transfers- to choose
George Landolt at
from.

new.
ianus
rgans
from

white.
Wallin

underpinning, central heat and
air.' This home is on 4 acre
landscaped lot. Mobile home
can be bought with or without
lot. Mobile home. $5500 or
$10.500.with lot Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7124.
1972 12.x60 Two bedroom with
central air, gas heat, anchored,

25. Business Services

leluxe
lnivox
3803
s and
save!
753-

430",
t 6"
Wallin

12x65 Revere Three bedrooms,
2 baths, completely furnished
including washer and dryer,

For sale: oil heater, practically
new, used one season, has
automatic blower 437-4613
Mobile home roof coating, 5
gallon pail, $26 99 Wallin
Hardware. Paris
Over 800 rolls of,wallpaper in
stock at Sherwin Williams,
• Southside Shopping Center
Pro Sharp chain saw
sharpener Sharpens your chain
like a pro $11.99 Wallin Rard*ate. Paris.
Skil saws All with 74- cutting
blade. model 553. $29.99,
model 574, $34 99. model
.559, $59.99. Wallin Hardware.
Paris
Save up to 90 per cent on
ladies. mens. and childrens
fashions New and like' new. We
sell for you and to you. Only
• fine quality and current styles
accepted. The Answer. 1407
Main St., Benton, KY. Open 6
days 10 til 5 pm.
Used Minolta SRT 201 camera
with 1-1.4 50 mm lens, 135
mm lens and wide angle lens,
excellent condition. Call 153:
5 pm
1919 between 8 and
Wood for sale, $25 per rick for
hickory, oak, and ask Delivered
in Murray area only. Call 7530663 and ask for Chris Snyder

Is for
5 pm
louble
f mod
home,

e wall

For sale or rent 3 bedroom
double wide mobile home with
2 baths. living room, kitchen;
dining room, fireplace, carport.
Large shaded lot Located in
Baywood Vista near Panorama
Shores. Sale price $18,000.
rent $150 per month Call Ray
Brownfield at Peoples Bank or
phone at night 753-172L

buildings Prices for -10 cents
sq ft and up Desks, chairs,
sales and file cabinets Ross &
Sons Salvage Mdse , Inc Martin TN 38237 Phone 901-5812420 Open Mon-Fri 130 to
5 00. Sat 130 to 3 00
Firewood. $25 rick. delivered
Locust fence posts, 7 ft.$2. 9
ft. $2 50 489-2321
Firewood for sale. $18 a rick,
will deliver 753-6837

a with
;quire
15
tape
w and
s. Ar
1, 100
It.
?volt
Call

49. Used Cars

27. Mobile Home Sales 36. For Rent Or Lease

Zip Code

c:11 753-1222
Farm Land
We have just listed a
200 acre farm with approximately 120 acres
tendable. The farm
has two tobacco bases
and barn as well as a
6,000 bushel grain bin.
Owner also has a
mobile _Flame vc1„35
acres, 20 of which are
tendable, for only
$29,900. Call today on
both these farm's.
Phone Kopperud Keelty 7.53-1222 your fain
land headquarters in
Calloway County.

of cuboards. range,
refrigerato• and dishwasher,
chain linh fence, 2 outside
storage buildings, concrete
drive and lots of shade

Radio Cab

e

.TAXI CAB
SERVICE
6 a m Midnight
7 Days A Week

5Four500
bed7r5oo3m brick home.
1107 Poplar. 2 extra large

bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, exlra

Phone 753-5351
or 753-5352

insulated, lot 70x300
$52,500. Call 7511362 days,
436-2859 n

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Carrier

Company

Quality Service
-Company

Poison

Control
Center

Heal Pump

sperrohsfs
Modern Sheet Metal

753-7588

8. Service Departments.
753-9290

NAT
MAGIC
Chimney Sweeping in the
cghuaanragnelee6080a
m
month
omn p $29
guarantee
99. e-•
sin. old tradition
_ .
95 amp $39.99, exch,olge -.
Wain HOr dvl.are,
"
4971Eid cars
batteries.

35

month

;

1979 Bobcat, ps and at,
13,000 miles. and excellent
55u c• 1,47E4l.e2c2t6ra7
car.
1 974$38

Limited.
loaded with estras, good
mechanically 753-6041

CHIMNEY SWEEPS
lysine's 759-41171
Allr

S

REFINISHING &
c usiog satiumailiti
•Relinishong A wepoors
Built Furniture
^f/qtf•*Du mordwere
"
•L. LA rom Binh Kitchen
Cotnnets
•Cos torn

492-8837
H.541 So.

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

41E1Wlii.Services
Car

753-5131

Free

Termite inspection
Flies, Roaches, ' ,
„Silver Fish Si Shrubs _

-Kelley'scorm

Termite

Hinmaifs
Rentals .
WHIM, Walla, forte,

ologir,

& Pest

aa. ad erserete reeks eird

110S-43ëA:ar

eN°

Murray, Ky.

753-3914

753-5703
802 N 18th Street
V
olaiii
.....
‘

e
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Deaths &_Funeral§

Mrs. Hoyt Miller
Dies Sunday; Rites
Tuesday At Puryear

Mrs. Walston Dies
At Age Of 87 With
Rites Held Sunday

-A141P. MSU Wind Ensemble To
Present Oct. 30 Concert

1

William J. Linville
Dies At Royal Oak

Word has been received of
Funeral services for Mrs. the death of Willltun Joseph
Mrs. Hoyt iLaBree Orr
Miller of Puryear. Tenn., died Dovie Walston of Benton Linville. 76, of Royal Oak,
Sunday morning at her home. Route 1 were held Sunday at 2 Mich.,• who died there Thurp.m. at the chapel of the sday night.
She was62 years of age.
Survivors include three
The deceased was 'a Collier Funeral Home, Benmember of the Puryear ton, with the Rev. Aubert Rose sisters—Miss Mabel Linville
and Miss Mavis Linville,
Baptist Church. Born Sept. 10, officiating.
Grandson
s
Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs.
served
.
as
1917, in Henry County, Tenn..
she was the daughter of the pallbearers and burial was in Mary Pflueger, Paris, Tenn.
The funeral and burial
late Zelnar Orr and Essie the Perry Cemetery in
Marshall County.
services were tentatively set
Kuykendall Orr.
Mrs. Walston, 87. Benton for today in Royal Oak,Mich.
Mrs. Miller is survived by
WIND ENSEMBLE LEADERi — Dr.
her husband, Hoyt, to whom Route 1, died Friday at 9:10
Gerald L Welker (left), director of bands at
State University and
Murray
she was married on 'June 20. p.m. at the Crittenden County
conductor of the Wind Ensemble
on the campus, discusses musk
for the first concert of the year on
1940; two daughters, Mrs. Hospital, Marion. She had
Tuesday, Oct. 30, with ensemble section leaders.
Shown with him are (from left)
Hafford (Joanna) Adams, been residing in a Salem
Lonnie Klein, Henderson junior, clarinet
Nursing
Home
prior
to
her
section; Jeff
Murray, and Mrs. Gary
Manwaring, Atimar, N.Y., Ranior, trumpet
section; Kathryn Finney, Gallatin, Tenn.,
death. She was a member of
I Jackie) Gamlin, Puryear,
sophomore, flute and oboe section;
Mark B. Johnson, Brandenbu junior,
rg
Teiin.;- one son, Mark Miller, the Brewers United Methodist
low brass
section; and James Kenneds, Paducah
sophomore, percussion section.
Church.
Puryear, Tenn.; one sister,
Survivors include two.
Mrs. Ewell iVelma) Orr.
Paris, Tenn.; two brothers, daughters, Mrs. Mary Arnold
Prices of stocks of local uterusaZ
Joe Orr, - Paris, Tenn., and and Miss Helen Walston,
noon,EDT.today.furnished to The MurMayfield;
two
sons.
Euel
Lynn Orr. Memphis„ Tenn.;
LOUISVILLE, K.) AP k USDA - 2
ray Ledger & Times by First o(.
350450 lb 31.2027.00; 450401 lb
Cattle and calves estimated receipts
27.00Michigan Corp., of Murray, are as
fear - -grandchildren—Scott. _ Walston, Benton Route 1, and
21.00; 500400 lb 21.00-29.00, few
up to
2500,
slaughter steers and heifers 1.00
follows:
Eddie
Walston;
Renton
Route
30.20;
boars mostly 36.0046.50.
Andy, and Ginger Adams,and
lower slaughter cows steady slaughter
rageSheep 25, represented classes steady.
---+3.511
Av
—e7: one sister, Mrs. Vera
bulls steW,--slaughter calves and
Amy Gamlin.
choice 103lb sla iighterlainba-51:00.
vealers not fully tested; feeders opening
Gillihan,
Murray;
eight
Products
+'4
30%
Air
The funeral will be held
weak to 100 lower:--choice 975-1210 lb
7% onc
PHIL BROW ER will be one American Motors
Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the grandchildren; eight great
slaughter steers 63.5046 10, good and
334 -1%
Ashland
of the featured persons at "A American Telephone
53 +% choice 950-1275 lb. 62.0044.10. lot low
Puryear Baptist Church with grandchildren.
good Holsteins 1320 lb at 60.30, small lot
vas 3%A
Singspiration Music Festival" Bonanza
the Rev. Dr. Robert L. Orr and
7% mu
high choice slaughter heifers 975 lb
Chrysler
to
Tuesday.
held
be
30.
Oct.
at
77%
Motor
-%
Ford
66.90,
choice 1301050 lb 62.0044790; good
the Rev. H. D. Hudson of9%
me
G
A.F.
and
choice 7504000 lb 61.0043.00; com7
p.m.
at
the
First Baptist General Care
ficiating.
1544 nec mercial cows 42.0044.00; utility 42.50.
Church, Mayfield. Others to General Drinntle2
41% +% 41.00; high dressing
Pallbearers will be Ralph
Mrs. Floyd Gusta Darnall
49.7541.75; cutler
56% -% 42.00-45.00;
Revival services will be held
Motors
canner 31.00-41.00; slaughter
Gallimore, Tommy • Ham- of Benton Route 1 died be featured will be Don GEneral
304 -i-% bulls 1200-1600
General llre
at the Church of the Nazarene,
lb
57.0042.00;
900-1250 lb
1$ A.
mond,Calvin Paschall, Bobby Saturday at 4:40 p.m. at the Wyrtzen, Dave Clydesdale, Goodrich
49.7544.25; slaughter calves and vealers
located at Doran Road and
12 +
McElroy, Harold Brannon, Marshall County Hospital, Joe Parks. and Sandi Patty, liardees
27 44 untested early; feeder steers medium
Heublein
Plainview Drive, Murray,
CMS +% frame No.1 300400 lb 7910.1790; 400400
Doyle Gallimore, and Gaylon Benton. She was 71 years of representing the Singspiration 1.B.M
1744B 17%A lb 77.0045.00; 500410 lb 75.0045.00, few .starting Tuesday, Oct. 30, and
Jerico
Music
the
Zonderva
of
n
Alexander. Serving as an age.
+Is partly fattened MO lb 15.25; medium
Mart
continuing through Sunday,
Corporation, Grand Rapids. K
31% ow No.2 300-500 lb 0.00-79.00; 500-700 lb..
Pennwalt
honorary group will be
Born June 30, 1908, in
Nov. 4.
115.00-77.00, large frame No.2 400-770 lb
M%
Quaker Oats
Mich.
The
Mid-Continent
member's of the Adult Ladies M,arshall County, she was the
No Trade 60.00-70.00; heifers medium frame No 1
The Rev. David Street will
Bible
College TaPP10
toc 300.100 lb 65.0074,50; • 500.166 lb 63.00Texaco
No. 3 Sunday School Class of daughter of the late Thomas Baptist
be
the evangelist, with Robert
21 Inc 75.00 medium and large frame No.2 300Wal Mart
Bookstore
co-sponsor
is
of
the
church
the
of which the had E. Blagg and Martha V. York
124aA 700 lb 560045.00; stock cows
I
Wendys
and
Euleta Sweeney as song
owdsurn
event
which
will
be for all
been the teacher for 15 years.
frame No 1 .750450 lb 41.004100;
Blagg. She was a member of
evangelists. Services will be
adult, youth, and children's
medium No.2 760.150 lb 42.60.4675
Burial will follow in the the New Zion Baptist Church.
at 7 p.m. each evening.
Hogs 1030; compared to last Thursday
Vassar College for women
Puryear Cemetery with the
Mrs. Darnall is survived by choir directors, all choir
barrows' and gilts 50-75 higher; 1-2 201.The church pastor, the Rev.
all
church Opened in Poughkeepsie. N.Y., 240 lb 34.3434.45;
arrangements by the McEvoy her husband; two daughters, members,
2212-260 lb 34.00-34.30,
Elmer
V. Hughes, invites the
1865.
in
musicians,
24
according
etc..
235460
lb
33.00-34.00;
to
a
3
250-270 lb
,Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Margaret York, Benton
32.7033.00; sowsliteady to 1.00 higher. Ipublic to attend.
where friends may call until 10 Route 3, and Mrs. Martha college spokesman. For cost
a.m. Tuesday when the body -Copeland,Benton Route 1; one and reservations, persons
will ,be taken to the church to son, Henry Darnall, Benton; may call 247-6507, Mayfield.
lie . in state until the funeral one brother, Paul Blagg,
hour.
Cleveland, Ohio; eight
The family requests that grandchildren; nine great
expressions of sympathy take grandchildren.
the form of donations to St.
Murray Head Start has
The funeral is being held
Jude's Children's Hospital, today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of limited openings for the five
Memphis. Tenn.
the Collier Funeral Home, year old kindergarten class,
Benton, with the Rev. Don according to a spokesman for
Phelps and the Rev. C. C. the Head Start which is a
federally funded program for
According to one survey,the Brasher officiating.
income
preschool
Serving as pallbearers are low
average American buys two
children.
Mitchell
Darnall,
Larry
roses a year and "less than
one" tulip, compared to 20 Darnall, Russell York, Ronnie Persons interested may call
roses and 10 tulips bought Boddie, Perry • Watkins, and 753-7286 or visit the Early
each year by each West Albert Faughn. Burial will Childhood Center located on
follow in the New Zion the Murray State University
Germania
campus.
Cemetery.

Stock Market

Murray State University's Symphonic Metamorphosis"
45-member Wind Ensemble by Paul Hindemith, "Syinu
will present a variety of phonic Dance No.3" by Clifton'
works, both traditional and Williams, and "Rocky Point
• ..contemporary, in its first Holiday" by Ron Nelson.
vowed of the year at 8:15
p.m. Tuesday. Oct. 30, in the
Student Center auditorium on
the campus.
The Humane Society of
Dr. Gerald L. Welker,
director of bands and con- Calloway County will hold a
ductor of the ensemble, said general meeting on Tuesday,
the public is invited to attend Oct. 30, at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public
at no admission charge.
Library.
The program will include
Purpose of the meeting is
"Irish Tune from County basically to recruit volunteers
Derry" by Grainger, five to help at the animal shelter,
movements from "Suite according to Jean BlankenFrancaise"
by
Darius ship.
Milhaud,
the
second
All interested persons are
movement of "Romantic invited to attend and may call
Symphony" by Howard Mrs. Blankenship at 753-4395
Hanson, "March
from for information.

Humane Societ.. To
Hold Meet Tuesday

Livestock Market

aallt,wow r=IF mem 11elor
-

Nazarene Church To
Hold Revival Meet
Starting Tuesday

Mrs. Floyd Darnall
Dies At Hospital;

1978 Oldsmobile Regency

4
ii

Four door, silver, silver vinyl roof, blue interior,
loaded, extra nice, approximately no° miles.

Ill

Price...Unbelievable!!!

I

WMWMillaraftwanDMUMM

Keep That Great GM Feeling i
With Genuine GM Ports

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South

753-2617

"Om mem mew,imam slam mem mom

Openings Available
At Head Start Here

cr hYi3

KING OF

Coming To
Big K
The biggest & most
VALUES
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.

rt-J

uht
J

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service October 29.1779
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 797 Est 500 Barrows &
Gilts mostly 25 higher instances 50
higher Sows steady $1.00 higher advance
mats 'rider 450 lb'
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
$33 29-3350
LIS 2 200-240 lbs...
232.75-33.25
US 3-3 340.2$OIbs...
131 75-32.75
US 2-4 250-290
Sows
US 1-2 270-3501ln.
62900.2600
US 14 X0-450lbs.
$2400-26.00
US 1-3 450-300 lbs.
826.00-2600
US 1-3 500450 lbs... 1136.0027.00 few V 50
US 3-3 300-500 lbs.
123 00-24 00
Boars over 300 lbs. 22.00-23.00

,
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MUNSINGWEAR-SEDGEFIELD-JARMAN-MANNATTAN-SERO-JANTZEN

en

The Store For Men

8th

Bel-Air Center

R-HICKOK-EL Till! • .A 1- RAIG-OXFORD-S . i -.,

.AU

K

-: i

ing $

We at the King's Den are celebrating 8 years
in business because of you, our customers.
THANKS to you, we have grown and expanded
each year. We would like to say thank you with
a storewide

25%

MP
taf

*
•

• NOW is the time to start your Christmas retail?
4i. program. Don't miss out on the biggest Christ- r
i mas Promotion Ever!
•
4
V
Call 753-1919 For More Information!
*
•
•
z ***44•4t10*****••14•404-

OFF SALE

Thank You Murray for8 groat year!

Register For

FREE $50
gig
On

,I.-Ar••11..•41•4-•*•4••••
Crazy Christmas Coupons
46 Are Coming To the
e Murray Ledger & Times!

Gift Certificate

King's Den .
Sale Ends
Sat- Nn.ard
Shop Early
For Christmas

OUR ADVERTISING REPS. WILL BE CONTACTING YOU,DEADLINE NOV.9

DIC
—4

KENNINGTON-CLUBMAN-BRO FIELD-HUBBARD- IBERTY-INTERWOVEN

&ray Ledger & Times_
41041140

